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Dear Mr. Brunner:
In accordance with your request, we have prepared an Appraisal Report of the above referenced
properties. Purpose of the appraisal is to estimate the current “as is” fee simple estate market
value of the subject properties. Intended use of the appraisal is to assist in the disposal of the
properties.
After viewing the subject properties on November 14, 2018, as well as completing research and
analysis necessary for the appraisal of the properties, it is our opinion that the “as is” fee simple estate
market value of the subject properties as of November 14, 2018 are as follows:
Property 1 - $1,392,000
Property 2 - $ 140,000
Analysis of the subject property and the data on which the appraisers’ opinions are based are set forth
in the following report. Appraisal has been made in conformity with generally accepted appraisal
practices in accordance to the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP).
Appraisal is subject to all assumptions, limiting conditions, and other special limiting conditions as set
forth in this report, or as specifically presented below, if any.

LIMITING CONDITIONS
This appraisal report and the letter of transmittal and the certification of value are made
expressly subject to the following limiting conditions, and any special limiting conditions
contained elsewhere which are incorporated herein by reference.
1.

This appraisal is subject to the accuracy of the legal description furnished the appraisers;
however, we can assume no responsibility for matters legal in nature, nor can we render
an opinion as to the title.

2.

The distribution of the total valuation between land and improvements applied only under
the existing program of utilization. The separate valuations for land and improvements
must not be used in conjunction with any other appraisal and are invalid if so used.

3.

We believe the information which was furnished to us by others is reliable, but we
assume no responsibility for its accuracy. The comparable data relied upon in this
appraisal is believed to be from reliable sources. However, it was not possible to view
the comparables completely and it was necessary to rely on the information furnished by
others as to said data. Therefore, the value conclusions are subject to the correctness of
said data.

4.

Unless otherwise indicated, all existing liens and encumbrances have been disregarded
and the property is appraised as though it were free and clear of any such impediments
that might affect value. The property is appraised as though it were under responsible
ownership and competent management.

5.

Subsurface rights (minerals and oil) were considered as they may contribute to the value
of the surface rights unless otherwise indicated.

6.

All furnishings and equipment, except those specifically indicated, have been disregarded
by the appraisers. Only the real estate has been considered.

7.

The appraisers have viewed, as far as possible, by observation, the land and the
improvements thereon and have reported damage, if any, by termites, dry rot, wet rot, or
other infestations as a matter of information. However, it was not possible to personally
observe conditions beneath the soil or hidden structural components within the
improvements. Viewing by the appraisers does not guarantee the lack of the presence of
any hazardous materials, gases, or other materials which could be considered to pollute
the environs of the subject property. Therefore, no representations are made herein as to
these matters and unless specifically considered in the report, our value estimate is
subject to any such conditions that could cause a loss in value.

8.

Any sketches in this report are included to assist the reader in visualizing the property.
We have made no survey of the property and assume no responsibility in connection with
such matters.

LIMITING CONDITIONS
9.

We are not required to give testimony or to appear in court by reason of this appraisal
with reference to the property in question unless arrangements have been previously
made therefore.

10.

Possession of this report or a copy thereof does not carry with it the right of publication.
Neither all nor any part of the contents of this report shall be conveyed to the public
through advertising, public relations, news, sales or other media, nor for any purpose,
without the written consent and approval of the appraisers, particularly as to valuation
conclusions, the identity of the appraisers or firm with which they are connected, or any
reference to the Appraisal Institute or the MAI designation, or to the American Society of
Farm Managers and Rural Appraisers (ASFMRA).

11.

It is assumed that there is full compliance with all applicable federal, state and local
environmental regulations and laws unless non-compliance is stated, defined and
considered in the appraisal report.

12.

The appraisers are not aware of the presence of soil contamination on the subject
property, unless otherwise noted in this appraisal report. The effect upon market value,
due to contamination was not considered in this appraisal, unless otherwise stated.

13.

The appraisers are not aware of the presence of asbestos or other toxic contaminants in
the building(s), unless otherwise noted in this report. The effect upon market value, due
to contamination was not considered in this appraisal, unless otherwise stated.

14.

Unless otherwise stated in this report, the existence of hazardous material, which may or
may not be present on the property, was not observed by the appraisers. The appraisers
have no knowledge of the existence of such materials on or in the property. The
appraisers, however, are not qualified to detect such substances. The value estimate is
predicated on the assumption that there is no such material on or in the property that
would cause a loss in value. No responsibility is assumed for any such conditions, or for
any expertise or engineering knowledge required to discover them. The client is urged to
retain an expert in this field, if desired.

15.

The appraisal is subject to any proposed improvements or additions being completed as
set forth in the plans, specification, and representations referred to in the report, and all
work being performed in a good and workmanlike manner. The appraisal is further
subject to the proposed improvements or additions being constructed in accordance with
the regulations of the local, county, and state authorities. The plans, specifications, and
representations referred to are an integral part of the appraisal report when new
construction or additions, renovation, refurbishing, or remodeling applies.

LIMITING CONDITIONS
16.

The limit of liability of the appraisers or Shaykett Appraisal Company, Inc. is limited to
the client only. Further there is no accountability, obligation or liability to any third
party. If this report is placed in the hands of anyone other than the client, the client shall
make such party aware of all limiting conditions and assumptions of this assignment.
The appraisers are also in no way responsible for the costs to correct any physical,
economic, legal or any other deficiencies of the property. In the case of any third party
actions brought against the client, the client will hold the appraisers completely harmless.

17.

The Americans with Disabilities Act ("ADA") became effective January 26, 1992. The
appraisers have not made a specific compliance survey and analysis of this property to
determine whether or not it is in conformity with the various detailed requirements of the
ADA. It is possible that a compliance survey of the property, together with a detailed
analysis of the requirements of the ADA, could reveal that the property is not in
compliance with one or more of the requirements of the Act. If so, this fact could have a
negative effect upon the value of the property. Since the appraisers have no direct
evidence relating to this issue, possible noncompliance with the requirements of ADA in
estimating the value of the property has not been considered.

18.

Provision of an Insurable Value by the appraisers does not change the intended user or
the intended purpose of the appraisal. The appraisers assume no liability for the
Insurable Value estimate provided and do not guarantee that any estimate or opinion will
result in the subject property being fully insured for any possible loss that may be
sustained. The appraisers recommend that an insurance professional be consulted. The
Insurable Value estimate may not be a reliable indication of replacement or reproduction
cost for any date other than the effective date of this appraisal due to changing costs of
labor and materials and due to changing building codes and governmental regulations and
requirements.

SUMMARY OF IMPORTANT FACTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Location:

Property 1 - Brookings County, South Dakota
Latitude & Longitude: Approximate Center of Property
(Decimal Degrees): 44.376405, -96.965497
Property 2 – 46270 208th Street Volga, South Dakota

Owner:

State of South Dakota c/o South Dakota State University

Property Rights Appraised:

Fee Simple Estate

Land Area:

Agricultural Land
Acreage Site
Total:

Improvements:

Property 1: Improvements consist of fences and working
corrals.
Property 2: Site is improved with a single family house and
pole building. The improvements and the site will be
discussed in greater detail in later sections.

Zoning:

“A” Agricultural District

Date of Value:

November 14, 2018

Highest & Best Use:

Property 1 – Agricultural Use
Property 2 – Rural Residential Use

632.70 Acres
7.30 Acres
640.00 Acres

*****VALUATION SUMMARY*****
“As Is” Fee Simple Estate Market Value:
Cost Approach
Income Capitalization Approach
Sales Comparison Approach
Final Estimate of Market Value:

Property 1
N/A
N/A
$1,392,000

Property 2
N/A
N/A
$140,000

$1,392,000

$140,000
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APPRAISAL REPORT
IDENTIFICATION OF THE PROPERTY
LEGAL DESCRIPTION:
Legal description as provided to the appraisers from client:
Property 1:
The East One Half of the East One (E1/2 E1/2) of Section Thirty-two (32), Township One
Hundred Eleven (111) North, Range Fifty-one (51) West of the 5th P.M., County of
Brookings, State of South Dakota.
And
The Southeast Quarter (SE1/4), Except the Southeast Quarter of the Southwest Quarter of
the Southeast Quarter (SE1/4SW1/4SE1/4), but Including the West One-Hundred Sixty-five
Feet (W 165’) of the Southeast Quarter of the Southwest Quarter of the Southeast Quarter
(SE1/4SW1/4SE1/4) of Section Thirty-three (33), Township One Hundred Eleven (111)
North, Range Fifty-one (51) West of the 5th P.M., County of Brookings, State of South
Dakota.
And
The Northwest One-Fourth (NW1/4) of Section Thirty-three (33), Township One Hundred
Eleven (111) North, Range Fifty-one (51) West of the 5th P.M., in the County of Brookings,
State of South Dakota
And
The Southwest One-Fourth (SW1/4) of Section Thirty-three (33), Township One Hundred
Eleven (111) North, Range Fifty-one (51) West of the 5th P.M., in the County of Brookings,
State of South Dakota
Property 2:
The Southeast Quarter of the Southwest Quarter of the Southeast Quarter
(SE1/4SW1/4SE1/4), Except the West One-Hundred Sixty-five Feet (W 165’) thereof, of
Section Thirty-three (33), Township One Hundred Eleven (111) North, Range Fifty-one
(51) West of the 5th P.M., County of Brookings, State of South Dakota consisting of 7.3
acres +/-. Also known as 46270 208th Street, Volga, SD 57071.
A map on the following page shows the general location of subject properties.
LOCATION:
Subject properties are located in a rural area northwest of Volga, South Dakota. Location of
subject properties will be discussed in greater detail in later sections.
IMPROVEMENTS:
Property 1 improvements consist of fences and working corrals. Property 2 is improved with a
single-family residence and a pole building. Improvements will be discussed in greater detail
later sections.
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APPRAISAL REPORT
OWNERSHIP AND HISTORY:
State of South Dakota c/o South Dakota State University has held ownership of the subject
properties for in excess of three years. Approximately 160 acres of the property is used by South
Dakota State University for grazing cattle and approximately 472.7 acres is leased to a local
farmer for pasture use. The acreage site is not used. According to the client any use by South
Dakota State University or leases to the public can be terminated at any time. Subject properties
were not known to the appraisers to be listed for sale or lease at the time of viewing.
CLIENT AND INTENDED USER
Client and intended user of this appraisal is Mr. Ryan Brunner and the South Dakota Office of
School and Public Lands, for the intended use as stated.
PURPOSE AND INTENDED USE OF THE APPRAISAL
Purpose of the appraisal is to estimate the current “as is” fee simple estate market value of the
subject properties. Intended use of the appraisal is to assist in the disposal of the properties.
PROPERTY LOCATION MAP
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APPRAISAL REPORT OPTION
Appraisal assignment is presented in an Appraisal Report format in compliance with the Uniform
Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP).
DATE OF VALUE AND DATE OF THE REPORT
Effective date of value is November 14, 2018, the date viewed by Mr. Steven C. Shaykett, MAI.
Date of the appraisal report is the date stated on the Appraiser’s Certification.
DEFINITION OF MARKET VALUE
Definition of market value, as used in this report, is taken from The Dictionary of Real Estate
Appraisal, 6th Edition, published in 2015 at page 141, and reads as follows:
Market Value. The most probable price, as of a specified date, in cash, or in terms equivalent to
cash, or in other precisely revealed terms, for which the specified property rights should sell after
reasonable exposure in a competitive market under all conditions requisite to a fair sale, with the
buyer and seller each acting prudently, knowledgeably, and for self-interest, and assuming that
neither is under undue duress.
PROPERTY RIGHTS APPRAISED
Property rights appraised are fee simple estate. Outstanding liens, mortgages, easements or other
types of encumbrances are considered, but not separately addressed, unless stated elsewhere in
the report.
Definition of fee simple estate, as used in this report, is taken from The Dictionary of Real Estate
Appraisal, 6th Edition, published in 2015 at page 90.
Fee Simple Estate. Absolute ownership unencumbered by any other interest or estate,
subject only to the limitations imposed by the governmental powers of taxation, eminent
domain, police power, and escheat.
PERSONAL PROPERTY
Typically, personal property is not included in the value of real estate. Definition of personal
property is as follows:
Personal Property. Identifiable tangible objects that are considered by the general public as
being "personal" - for example, furnishings, artwork, antiques, gems and jewelry,
collectibles, machinery and equipment; all tangible property that is not classified as real
estate. (USPAP, 2018-19 Edition)
There is no personal property included in the final value estimate.
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INTANGIBLE PROPERTY
Typically, intangible property is not included in the value of real estate. Definition of intangible
property is as follows:
Intangible Property (Intangible Assets). Nonphysical assets, including but not limited to
franchises, trademarks, patents, copyrights, goodwill, equities, securities, and contracts as
distinguished from physical assets such as facilities and equipment. (USPAP, 2018-19
Edition)
There is no intangible property included in the final value estimate.
HYPOTHETICAL CONDITION
Hypothetical conditions are contrary to what exists. Definition of hypothetical conditions is as
follows:
Hypothetical Condition. A condition, directly related to a specific assignment, which is
contrary to what is known by the appraiser to exist on the effective date of the assignment
results, but is used for the purpose of analysis. (USPAP, 2018-2019 Edition)
Comment: Hypothetical conditions are contrary to known facts about physical, legal, or
economic characteristics of the subject property; or about conditions external to the
property, such as market conditions or trends; or about the integrity of data used in an
analysis.
There are no hypothetical conditions in this appraisal report.
EXTRAORDINARY ASSUMPTION
Extraordinary assumptions presume uncertain information to be factual. Definition of
extraordinary assumptions is as follows:
Extraordinary Assumption. An assignment-specific assumption, as of the effective date
regarding uncertain information used in an analysis, which, if found to be false, could alter
the appraiser’s opinions or conclusions. (USPAP, 2018-2019 ed.)
Comment: Uncertain information might include physical, legal, or economic characteristics
of the subject property; or conditions external to the property, such as market conditions or
trends; or the integrity of data used in an analysis.
There are no extraordinary assumptions in this appraisal.
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SCOPE OF WORK
The estimate of market value of a property usually calls for employment of three approaches to
value. These approaches to value are identified as follows:
Cost Approach
Income Capitalization Approach
Sales Comparison Approach
In the Cost Approach, the appraisers estimate the new replacement cost of the improvements. A
deduction is made for depreciation due to wear and tear, design and plan, and neighborhood
defects. The value of the land, which is estimated by direct comparison with similar vacant sites,
is then added to the depreciated cost of the improvements.
In the Income Capitalization Approach, the appraisers estimate the market rent, sometimes
known as economic rent, from rents found in the market from similar properties. Next, there is a
deduction for operating expenses to arrive at the net operating income. The net operating income
is then capitalized into a value indication by means of one or more capitalization methods with
data taken from the market.
In the Sales Comparison Approach, the appraisers compare the subject property on a similar unit
of comparison with similar sale properties. Adjustments are made for all factors of dissimilarity
recognized by the market. All known sales were considered and used to develop market
adjustments; however, the appraisers relied on only those considered to be most similar to the
property appraised. After a thorough analysis, the data is then correlated into a final value
estimate by this approach.
The appraisers then correlate the indicated value estimates of the three approaches into a final
value estimate. Consideration is given to the relative strengths and weaknesses of each
approach, giving the most weight to the approach most commonly used by typical purchasers for
the type of property appraised.
Appraisers have relied upon one of the three approaches to value, the Sales Comparison
Approach. The Cost Approach has not been utilized since there are no improvements on
Property 1 and due to age and condition of the improvements at Property 2. The Income
Capitalization Approach has not been utilized since agricultural land is typically not purchased
based on the investment return. Elimination of the Cost Approach and Income Capitalization
Approach is consistent with expectations of regularly intended users for similar assignments and
action of peers in performing similar assignments.
As a part of this appraisal, the appraisers have made a number of independent investigations and
analysis specific to this appraisal based on data developed during the appraisal and also on data
files maintained in the appraisers’ office and updated on an on-going basis.
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SCOPE OF WORK
Mr. Travis E. Shaykett, State Certified General Appraiser, viewed the subject property and
completed most of the research, writing of the report, and development of the approaches to
value. Mr. Steven C. Shaykett, MAI, State Certified General Appraiser, reviewed the appraisal
as co-appraiser. Research undertaken and the major data sources used are discussed in the
following paragraphs.
Property Description and Analysis:
Appraisers obtained information from the Brookings County Planning and Zoning Office and the
Brookings County Equalization Office for pertinent data relating to the subject properties as
needed. Brookings County Courthouse records were reviewed by the appraisers for a history of
transactions relating to the subject property for a period in excess of three years. Mr. Travis E.
Shaykett viewed the subject property on November 14, 2018. Photographs of the subject
property and the surrounding area were taken on that day.
Market Data Program:
Appraisers obtained data on comparable sales by researching sales occurring within the last three
years which were similar use and located in the subject area. Appraisers obtained copies of
deeds and attempted to contact the buyers, sellers, or others knowledgeable, to verify transaction
data. Details of the verified sales are included in the Addenda.
Correlation and Final Value Estimate:
Upon completion of all the steps to gather and analyze data, a review of the value indication is
made and a final value estimate conclusion.
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AREA AND NEIGHBORHOOD DATA
Area data is based on the intended user of the report already having a basic understanding of the
economic, social, and governmental forces affecting the real estate market. Purpose of the area
and neighborhood analysis is to review information on the social, governmental, and economic
forces of the local economy and the expectations for the future. Data and conclusions are based
on and from research maintained in the appraisers’ file. Appraisers have made a review of
relevant data for Brookings, Brookings County, and South Dakota. Comparison will include a
review of relevant demographic and economic data for similar sized cities and counties in the
general region, including Aberdeen (Brown County), Watertown (Codington County), Mitchell
(Davison County), Huron (Beadle County), and Yankton (Yankton County). A map of South
Dakota can be found on the following page.

1970

TABLE 1
POPULATION COMPARISONS

1980

1990

2000

2010

(%) CHANGE (%) CHANGE (%) CHANGE
1990-2000
1980-1990
2000-2010

Brookings

13,717 14,951 16,270 18,504 22,056

8.82%

13.73%

19.20%

Brookings County

22,158 24,332 25,207 28,220 31,965

3.60%

11.95%

13.27%

Aberdeen

26,476 25,851 24,927 24,658 26,091

-3.57%

-1.08%

5.81%

Brown County

36,920 36,962 35,580 35,460 36,531

-3.74%

-0.34%

3.02%

Watertown

13,388 15,649 17,592 20,237 21,482

12.42%

15.04%

6.15%

Codington County

19,140 20,885 22,698 25,897 27,227

8.68%

14.09%

5.14%

Mitchell

13,425 13,916 13,798 14,558 15,254

-0.85%

5.51%

4.78%

Davison County

17,319 17,820 17,503 18,741 19,504

-1.78%

7.07%

4.07%

Huron

14,299 13,000 12,448 11,893 12,592

-4.25%

-4.46%

5.88%

Beadle County

20,877 19,195 18,253 17,023 17,398

-4.91%

-6.74%

2.20%

Yankton

11,919 12,011 12,703 13,528 14,454

5.76%

6.49%

6.85%

19,039 18,952 19,252 21,652 22,438

1.58%

12.47%

3.63%

665,507 690,768 696,004 754,844 814,180

0.76%

8.45%

7.86%

Yankton County
South Dakota

SOURCE: U.S. Census Bureau

From 2000 to 2010, the city of Brookings and Brookings County showed the greatest population
growth, at 19.20 percent and 13.27 percent respectively. The comparison cities were led by
Yankton at 6.85 percent, Watertown at 6.15 percent, and Huron at 5.88 percent. The state as a
whole experienced population growth of 7.86 percent. According to the U.S. Census Bureau the
estimated 2017 population for Brookings is 29,938, which is an increase of 37.74 percent from
2010.
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STATE MAP
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AREA AND NEIGHBORHOOD DATA
Table 2 shows the breakdown of population within a specific age bracket and Table 3 shows the
median age. A majority of the population in the city of Brookings and Brookings County is
made up of the younger population.

POPULATION
BY AGE

TABLE 2
POPULATION BY AGE

CITY OF
BROOKINGS

% OF
POPULATION

BROOKINGS
COUNTY

% OF
POPULATION

> 20

7,769

35.22%

10,577

33.09%

21-24

4,175

18.93%

4,590

14.36%

25-34

3,091

14.01%

4,421

13.83%

35-54

3,653

16.56%

6,353

19.87%

55-64

1,525

6.91%

2,854

8.93%

65 +

1,843

8.36%

3,170

9.92%

22,056

100.00%

31,965

100.00%

TOTAL

SOURCE: U.S. Census Bureau, 2010 Census

TABLE 3
MEDIAN AGE
BROOKINGS

23.5

BROOKINGS CO.

26.3

ABERDEEN

36.4

BROWN CO.

38.6

HURON

39.8

BEADLE CO.

41.2

MITCHELL

36.8

DAVISON CO.

37.8

WATERTOWN

36.6

CODINGTON CO.

37.7

YANKTON

40.4

YANKTON CO.

41.3

SOUTH DAKOTA

36.9

SOURCE: U.S. Census Bureau, 2010 Census
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AREA AND NEIGHBORHOOD DATA
TABLE 4
LEADING EMPLOYERS – BROOKINGS
EMPLOYER

# OF EMPLOYEES

South Dakota State University

4,463

Daktronics

1,600

3M

1,100

Larson Manufacturing

557

Brookings Health System

500

Walmart

425

Aramark

405

Brookings School District

400

Hy-Vee Food Store

450

Twin City Fan

299

Bel Brands

290

City of Brookings

282

Fishback Financial Corporation

239

Brookings Municipal Utilities

230

United Living Community

215

Swiftel Communications

213

Falcon Plastics

193

Boys and Girls Club

180

SOURCE: Brookings Economic Development Corporation

U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development compiles the median family income for all
counties in South Dakota on an annual basis. A history of median family income is provided
below in Table 5. Brookings County experienced a 34.2 percent increase in median family
income from 2000 to 2016, and sets the low end of the range, but still shows positive growth.
TABLE 5
MEDIAN FAMILY INCOME
2000

2010

2015

2016

% CHANGE ANNUAL %
2000-2016
CHANGE

BROOKINGS COUNTY $46,800 $65,400 $65,700 $62,800

34.2%

2.1%

BROWN COUNTY

$44,000 $59,900 $66,900 $66,500

51.1%

3.2%

CODINGTON COUNTY $45,900 $61,200 $65,500 $64,700

41.0%

2.6%

DAVISON COUNTY

$42,200 $60,400 $67,600 $64,100

51.9%

3.2%

BEADLE COUNTY

$43,800 $55,300 $60,600 $59,700

36.3%

2.3%

YANKTON COUNTY

$44,400 $59,400 $71,900 $69,700

57.0%

3.6%

SOUTH DAKOTA

$43,500 $58,900 $64,700 $62,900

44.6%

2.8%

SOURCE: U.S. Dept of Housing and Urban Development
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AREA AND NEIGHBORHOOD DATA
Table 6 illustrates the new construction building permits for single family and multi-family units
for the past 13 years. Number of housing starts is affected by growth, the affordability of the
cost of mortgage money, and the supply of existing homes. All these factors are generally
reflective of the health of a local economy. The number of housing starts is generally a good
barometer of the expansion of the local economy.
TABLE 6
BUILDING PERMITS

MULTI-FAMILYUNITS
YEAR SINGLE FAMILY

2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

124
122
131
94
127
77
62
73
71
72
94
85
55

68
18
87
128
193
6
34
169
75
81
112
104
27

TOTAL

192
140
218
222
320
83
96
242
146
153
206
189
82

SOURCE: SOCDS

Table 7 shows the gross retail sales. This table indicates that all comparisons, except Aberdeen,
have increased in retail sales from 2011 to 2017.

2011

2012

TABLE 7
RETAIL SALES ($000)
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

% CHANGE
2011-2017

ANNUAL
CHANGE

BROOKINGS

$467,881

$480,079

$528,771

$502,766

$516,684

$547,153

$536,719

14.7%

2.1%

ABERDEEN

$1,754,010

$1,893,199

$2,334,767

$1,802,250

$1,493,706

$1,418,252

$1,573,105

-10.3%

-1.5%

WATERTOWN

$746,894

$858,419

$878,984

$891,417

$862,466

$817,140

$850,431

13.9%

2.0%

MITCHELL

$657,014

$692,963

$715,426

$731,513

$721,371

$687,772

$667,383

1.6%

0.2%

HURON

$407,373

$478,106

$427,403

$407,683

$434,016

$426,131

$1,258,612

209.0%

29.9%

$468,738

$436,174

$459,513

$457,862

$467,593

$457,329

$472,793

0.9%

0.1%

7.0%

1.0%

YANKTON
SOUTH DAKOTA

$25,742,464 $29,215,473 $25,122,436 $27,848,227 $27,394,724 $27,574,118 $27,553,901

SOURCE: SD Department of Revenue and Regulation
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AREA AND NEIGHBORHOOD DATA
Appraisers have reviewed unemployment statistics for the past eight years on a local level and a
state level. Table 8 shows the unemployment rates for selected South Dakota micropolitan
statistical areas, as well as the state. For all comparisons, the unemployment rates have
decreased from 2010 to 2017. Brookings unemployment rate for 2017 at 3.2 percent is lower
than the state average. Typically, an unemployment rate around 5.0 percent is indicative of a
healthy economy.
TABLE 8
NON SEASONALLY ADJUSTED UNEMPLOYMENT RATE
Brookings MiSA

2010
Average

2011
Average

2012
Average

2013
Average

2014
Average

2015
Average

2016
Average

2017
Average

4.7%

4.4%

3.9%

3.4%

3.1%

2.9%

2.6%

3.2%

Aberdeen MiSA

3.8%

3.8%

3.5%

3.2%

2.8%

2.7%

2.5%

3.0%

Watertown MiSA

5.2%

4.6%

3.9%

3.6%

3.3%

3.1%

2.9%

3.4%

Mitchell MiSA

4.5%

4.1%

3.5%

3.3%

2.9%

2.7%

2.4%

3.1%

Huron MiSA

4.1%

3.6%

3.3%

3.5%

3.1%

2.7%

2.8%

2.9%

Yankton MiSA

5.1%

4.6%

3.8%

3.5%

3.0%

2.6%

2.4%

3.0%

South Dakota

5.0%

4.7%

4.3%

3.8%

3.4%

3.1%

2.8%

3.3%

SOURCE: SD Department of Labor

Area Data Conclusion:
Brookings and Brookings County have experienced positive, strong population growth from
1980 to 2010, at a pace higher than the state. Economic capacity of the population is increasing
at a rate similar to the comparable counties. Median family income is towards the low end of the
comparison counties and the state, but has shown growth. A combination of slow population
growth and buying capacity by a smaller group has made an atmosphere of slow economic
growth. Economic growth is reflected in the number of building permits issued and retail sales
growth. Brookings has shown growth in both single and multi-family building permits until
2017 when there was a slight decrease in permits issued, and retail sales have increased from
2011 to 2017. However, the close proximity of Brookings to Sioux Falls, the major retail trade
center in the region, may influence this factor.
In summary, the population data indicates that Brookings and Brookings County is growing at a
pace higher than the state of South Dakota. Economic capacity of the population is increasing at
a rate similar to the comparable counties. Median household income is below that of most of the
comparison counties and the state, but the combination of slow population growth and buying
capacity by a smaller group has made an atmosphere of slow economic growth. Economic
growth is reflected in the number of building permits issued and retail sales growth.
Brookings has shown sustained growth in both single and multi-family building permits over the
last couple years, but retail sales remain low compared to similar sized counties in this
comparison. However, Brookings’ closer proximity to Sioux Falls, the major retail trade center
in the region, may influence this factor.
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AREA AND NEIGHBORHOOD DATA
Educational services provide a substantial portion of the local employment. Attraction of new
business and industry, as well as the expansion of existing business and industry in the market,
could significantly expand the city's economy. Development of a new Multi-Plex Center was
expected to increase economic activity through events held. However, this has taken longer than
expected to spur economic activity. Brookings also added a cheese factory on the east side of
town which will bring additional employment.
Overall, Brookings socioeconomic growth has been slow for over the last 20 years. This slow
growth is expected to continue in the near future and over the long-term. The capacity for
expansion of the socioeconomic base will be in direct relationship to the number of new
businesses and industries that can be attracted to the city. Slow growth generally tends to keep
demand for all types of real estate low, which in turn generally keeps real estate values at a slow
growth, and at a price level commensurate with economic activity levels.
ENVIRONMENTAL FORCES:
Location
Properties are located in a rural area of Brookings County. Brookings is the central hub for this
area and provides most goods and services that the smaller communities do not. The smaller
communities offer gas stations and some services, along with grain markets.
Topography:
Brookings County consists of a highland plateau that extends across the county in the
southeasterly direction, which is part of the Coteau des Prairies. General topography of the area
is fairly level to gently rolling, with pot holes and wetlands scattered throughout the area. Soil
conditions generally do not require extensive preparation for most types of construction.
Topography of the area determines the mix of row crop and pasture use. Soil conditions are
suitable for a mix of row crop and pasture for livestock production.
Climate:
Climate information is general information as taken from the Brookings County, South Dakota
Soil Survey issued 2004. The average temperature in winter is 14 degrees Fahrenheit and 68
degrees Fahrenheit in the summer. Total annual precipitation is about 23 inches, of which
approximately 78 percent usually falls in April through September. The average seasonal
snowfall is about 25 inches. The growing season is approximately 108 days when the daily
minimum temperature is above 32 degrees Fahrenheit 9 years out of 10. Typically, the last
freezing temperature in the spring occurs within the last three weeks of May and the first freeze
in the fall occurs within the first three weeks of September.
Utilities:
Utilities are limited to rural electric, rural telephone and Brookings-Deuel Rural Water System
for rural water. Typical rural electric and telephone consists of overhead power line. Typical
sewer systems consist of private septic systems.
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AREA DATA AND NEIGHBORHOOD DATA
Transportation:
Primary north-south access to this area is from Interstate 29. Interstate 29 has an interchange
with Interstate 90 at Sioux Falls. US Highway 14 is the main east-west access to this area. US
Highway 14 has access to Interstate 29 at Brookings and intersects US Highway 75 at Lake
Benton, Minnesota. Most of the roads in the county are gravel, with a few two-lane blacktop
farm to market collector roads.
.
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MARKET CONDITIONS
General overall economic conditions were discussed and summarized earlier in the Area and
Neighborhood Data section. The following paragraphs relate specifically to the agriculture real
estate segment and to the subject property as related to exposure time and marketing period.
Appraisers conducted sales research for this appraisal from public records in the Director of
Equalization Office and the Register of Deeds Office for Brookings County, as well as
interviews with local farmers, auctioneers, and real estate agents. Agricultural properties are
typically not listed with the local Multiple Listing Service, so there is no reliable central data
source or statistical data collection point from which to judge exposure and marketing time for
this property type. Furthermore, a high percentage of this property type is sold by auction, which
is typical in most rural areas, and is marketed directly to a small group of potential buyers and
not typically exposed to the open market for extended times. Exposure time is typically a
reflection of the economic activity level of the market, and this area has had good to stable
growth in the agricultural market in recent years.
Sales for agricultural land in the last three years were mixed due to dramatic swings in crop
prices, national economic news, and upheaval in the banking industry. A review of sales for the
past three years indicates that there are willing sellers and there are buyers willing to purchase,
suggesting that the market is as active as in previous years. Market strength is attributed to the
small inventory of properties on the market at any one time and the strong cash position of many
farmers in the area. Continued strength in the area market is evident by the sales reviewed. As
with most counties in the state, the majority of transfers of land are from one family member to
another family member and generally are not sold at market price; therefore, will not be
considered. However, the market in this area appears active, with a steady number of sales
within the last three years. From conversations with local farmers, the sale price of farm ground
is affected by the difference in quality of soils, as generally a higher price is paid for better
quality soil. However, other factors such as location, existing irrigation, and the number of
qualified buyers also can have an effect on sale price. From conversations with local auctioneers
and real estate professionals, typical buyers of this type of land are local farmers expanding
operations, with little influence from investors.
The appraisers analyzed a sale from March of 2017 of 160 acres that consisted of 103 acres of
CRP land, that was to expire within 2 years of the sale and 46 acres of pasture. The sale price
was $645,000, which is $4,202 per acre. The buyer converted all the CRP land into cropland
after purchase. The appraisers also reviewed a sale of 133.33 acres that was enrolled in a CRP
contract. This property is located 3 miles east and 1 mile south of Volga. Location of this sale is
in an area that tends to flood and is slow to drain. The CRP contract had 4 years remaining at
time of sale and payment was $132.69 per acre. Sale price was $477,282 which indicated $3,580
per acre.
Paired sales analysis on the following page analyzes sales of tillable farm ground in the area for
rent marketing trends. The analysis shows a range of minus 4.86 percent loss in value per year
up to a positive change in value of 5.87 percent per year. This analysis is of nearly 100 percent
cropland, there are inadequate sales of mixed use properties and recreational sales to determine
current trends. However, in similar counties mixed use properties and recreational sales show
flat trend with marginal to poor cropland trending downward.
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MARKET CONDITIONS
PAIRED SALES ANALYSIS BROOKINGS COUNTY
Index #
County
Property Type
Current Sale
I18BRK20 Brookings Pasture and Hay
Comparable Sales I13BRK02 Brookings Pasture

Index #
County
Property Type
Current Sale
I18BRK01 Brookings Tillable Farm Ground
Comparable Sales I17BRK03 Brookings Tillable Farm Ground

Sale Date
Soil Prod.
$/Acre
10/25/2018 See Comments $2,900
12/6/2013 See Comments $2,872

Sale Date
5/1/2018
2/3/2017

Soil Prod.
84.7
78.5

$/Acre
$7,000
$6,526

Time Difference% Change
% Change Per Year
Years
4.9

0.96%

0.20%

Time Difference% Change
Years
% Change Per Year
1.2

7.27%

5.87%

Current Sale
I17brk02
Comparable Sales I818
I819

Brookings Tillable Farm Ground 4/25/2017
Brookings Tillable Farm Ground 9/30/2016
Brookings Tillable Farm Ground 12/23/2013

69.1
68.8
75

$6,613
$6,800
$7,403

0.6
3.3

-2.76%
-10.67%

-4.86%
-3.20%

Current Sale
I814
Comparable Sales I817
I815

Brookings Tillable Farm Ground 4/12/2016
Brookings Tillable Farm Ground 6/26/2015
Brookings Tillable Farm Ground 11/21/2014

81.7
72.5
79.5

$7,831
$7,751
$7,301

0.8
1.4

1.03%
7.26%

1.29%
5.22%

Overall indication of sales reviewed in the market indicate good cropland showing a flatting
trend to increasing trend over the past year, but at much lower rates then previous years. Mixed
us properties over the past three years have shown decreasing trends, but have started to stabilize
over the past year. While pasture land has remained fairly flat.
Appraisers also reviewed a recent study of Agricultural Land Market Trends by South Dakota
State University. Information taken from the study lumps several counties into clusters and then
lumps the clusters into regions for an overall trend. Table on the following page gives the
average dollar per acre for non-irrigated cropland and pasture land for the selected counties.
Table also shows the percentage of change of average dollar per acre from one year to the next.
Average value per year is from February to February. As the graph indicates, agricultural land
had been increasing prior to 2015. However, for 2015 the average shows a decrease for the
county cluster of seven percent and minus three percent from 2015 to 2016. But there was a 10
percent increase from 2016 to 2017 in the subject’s county cluster. However, the 2018 shows a
decrease of 8 percent from 2017 to 2018, with similar values as 2016. The study does not
consider the overall soil productivity or other factors that affect price or location within a
specific market, but gives a general analysis of the region.
Rangeland has followed similar trends as the cropland, but at a much lower percentage. The
subject’s county cluster showed the highest value for range land in 2014, but showed a decrease
of 10 percent from 2014 to 2015 with an increase of 5 percent of from 2015 to 2016 and a minus
4 percent from 2016 to 2017, with the current average at $2,318 per acre, which is a minus 3
percent from 2017 to 2018.
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MARKET CONDITIONS
EAST CENTRAL REGION - SDSU REAL ESTATE MARET SURVEY
All of Region
All of Region
Avg. $/Acre

COUNTY CLUSTER

COUNTY CLUSTER

% Change Minnehaha % Change Brookings, % Change
Per Year & Moody Per Year Lake, McCook Per Year

High Productivity 2018
Low Productivity 2018

$7,544

N/A

$9,256

N/A

$7,418

N/A

$4,818

N/A

$5,422

N/A

$4,806

N/A

Avg. 2018

$6,237

1%

$7,575

4%

$6,165

-8%

Avg. 2017

$6,160

1%

$7,265

-12%

$6,715

10%

Avg. 2016

$6,116

-3%

$8,262

5%

$6,119

-3%

Avg. 2015

$6,329

-11%

$7,837

-9%

$6,330

-7%

Avg. 2014
NonAvg. 2013
Irrigated
Cropland Avg. 2012
Avg. 2011

$7,114

4%

$8,592

3%

$6,823

2%

$6,828

44%

$8,347

36%

$6,666

41%

$4,734

18%

$6,116

18%

$4,717

28%

$4,024

22%

$5,197

21%

$3,672

7%

Avg. 2010

$3,291

4%

$4,298

6%

$3,419

10%

Avg. 2009

$3,155

9%

$4,064

8%

$3,099

10%

Avg. 2008

$2,894

29%

$3,778

31%

$2,823

23%

High Productivity 2018
Low Productivity 2018
Avg. 2018
Avg. 2017
Avg. 2016
Avg. 2015
Avg. 2014

$3,365

N/A

$4,113

N/A

$2,959

N/A

$1,883
$2,624
$2,546
$2,781
$2,728
$2,861

N/A

$2,325
$3,313
$2,960
$3,253
$3,233
$3,135

N/A
12%
-9%
1%
3%
1%

$1,547
$2,318
$2,400
$2,506
$2,376
$2,652

N/A
-3%
-4%
5%
-10%
11%

3%
-8%
2%
-5%
12%

Avg. 2013
Rangeland Avg. 2012
(native)
Avg. 2011

$2,565

22%

$3,093

32%

$2,395

23%

$2,108

18%

$2,344

12%

$1,950

18%

$1,779

16%

$2,084

8%

$1,651

13%

Avg. 2010

$1,536

5%

$1,925

1%

$1,467

6%

Avg. 2009

$1,458

-5%

$1,903

6%

$1,379

-14%

Avg. 2008

$1,539

19%

$1,790

16%

$1,602

24%
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MARKET CONDITIONS
Marketing time is heavily influenced by historical exposure time, but tempered by the current
economic conditions and by the pricing of the property. As discussed above, typically
agricultural properties are sold at auction and have a marketing time of less than two months.
The agricultural market has been an active market for some time now, but over the last 12
months there has been a slowdown in the regional agricultural market and the national
agricultural market. However, the agricultural market shows continued demand for all property
types. This is evident by the sales reviewed. In the judgment of the appraisers, the marketing
time of subject would be considered to be 12 months or less, even with a slowdown in the
national and regional agricultural economy.
Exposure time for this type of property has been less than one year. Market area for subject is
expected to continue to show good demand, but uncertainties in the national and area economy
and lowering commodity prices have slowed price trends. Appraisers have reviewed sales from
the last three years for Brookings County, as well as the Agricultural Land Market Trends Study
by South Dakota State University. From the review, agricultural land prices had been increasing
up to January 2013, with decreasing to flatting trends since. Based on the sales reviewed, overall
market conditions showed a slight decrease from 2014; however, sales at the end of 2015 showed
an increasing trend to flatting trends since the start of 2015. Overall agricultural land values
have flattened out from 2014 to 2017, with some sales of good agricultural land showing an
increasing trend.
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ZONING
According to Ms. Rae Lynn Maher with the Brookings County Planning and Zoning department,
subject properties are zoned “A” Agricultural District. Zoning regulations for the “A”
Agricultural District can be found in the Addenda as Exhibit 1.
Allowed uses under the “A” Agricultural District zoning are: agricultural activities and farm
related buildings, including Class E concentrated animal feeding operation; established
residence; residential dwelling not within 1,320 feet of a concentrated animal feeding operation
unless waiver registered on deed; single family residences on less than 35 acre lots provided that
such residences are on an established farm building site, abandoned school site, or are lots of
record and further provided that the proposed site has stablished road access, the lot has clearly
delineated boundaries and the site can meet minimum water and sewer standards. A complete
list can be found in the Addenda as Exhibit 1.
Based on interview with Ms. Rae Lynn Maher, Property 2 acreage site could be more than 1 acre
and less than 35 acres and could be sold separately from Property 1.
In the course of this appraisal, the appraisers have not been provided with nor acquired on their
own a legal opinion as to the zoning and private restrictions at the subject properties.
Interpretations of the zoning ordinances are based upon an examination of the zoning ordinances
as they apply to the subject properties by the appraisers, and should not be construed to represent
a legal opinion of the zoning ordinances as they apply to the subject properties. Also, the
appraisers’ review of the courthouse records should not be construed to represent a legal opinion
of the private restrictions at the subject properties. Such legal opinions could be obtained by
consulting an attorney, and such consultation is recommended by the appraisers.
Conclusion:
Subject properties are zoned “A” Agricultural District, which allows most agricultural uses. The
acreage site could be sold separate from the remaining agricultural land. Current use found at
the subject property is an allowed use.
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TAX DATA
Subject properties are owned by a state agency, so are not subject to real estate taxes, and
therefore shows no assessed values in the Brookings County Assessor’s Office. However, if
subject properties were sold, they would be subject to taxation.
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PROPERTY DESCRIPTION
In completing the property descriptions, the appraisers have relied on viewing the properties,
public records, information from the client and client representative Ms. Missy Vande Weerd,
and aerial and soil maps from AgriData, Inc. An aerial map from AgriData, Inc. can be found on
the following page, followed by a soil map from AgriData, Inc. Photographs of the subject
properties can be found in the Addenda as Exhibit 2.
Property 1: Agricultural Land
Location & Access:
The agricultural land is located on the north side of 208th Street,
west side of 463rd Avenue, South side of 207th Street and east and
west sides of 462nd avenue. All roads are maintained gravel and
provide access.
Latitude & Longitude:
(Decimal Degrees)

Approximate Center of Property
44.376405, -96.965497

Size:

632.70 Acres

Site Description
and Topography:

The agricultural land consists of two tracts, one east of 462nd
Avenue and one west of 462nd Avenue. Both tracts are currently
used as pasture land. The property consists of native type grasses
with areas having rock out cropping’s and several picked rock
piles. General topography of the property is gently rolling to hilly,
generally sloping towards low areas and sloughs within the
property. There are several areas that appear to have been
cropland or hayland in the past but are currently seeded to grass
and used for grazing.

Site Improvements:

Improvements on the agricultural land are limited to fences and
working corrals. The perimeter fences are newer and are in
average condition given age. The fences consist of wood and steel
post with 5 barb wires. There are no interior cross fences.
The working corrals are located on the property west of 462nd
Avenue. The corrals consist of wood post and are a mix of welded
wire panels and guard rail type fencing. There is one smaller older
grain bin at this site. Overall, the grain bin would not contribute to
the value due to age and size.
Rural water source is to a newer rubber tire water tank at the corral
site. Natural sources include stock dams and slough areas.

Soil:

The three predominate soil types are Poinsett-Buse-Waubay
complex, 1 to 6 percent slopes, Buse-Poinsett complex 9 to 15
percent slopes, and Poinsett-Buse-Waubay complex, 2 to 9 percent
slopes. According to AgriData, Inc., subject property has a
weighted average soil productivity index of 65.0 and a range
production of 3,807.7 pounds per acre per year.
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PROPERTY DESCRIPTION
Easements:

Property 2: Acreage
Location & Access:

All of the property, except areas identified below, is encumbered
by a U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Easement for Waterfowl
Habitat Protection for in perpetuity. The easement areas are for the
protection of fish and wildlife resources and to maintain the quality
of the land to provide cover for wildlife, especially nesting cover,
and food for a varied array of aquatic, terrestrial, and avian
wildlife, particularly waterfowl, and threatened and endangered
species.
Areas not within the easement:
The North 330 feet of the NE1/4NE1/4NE1/4 of Section 32
The North 495 feet of the NW1/4NW1/4SW1/4 of Section 33
The East 495 feet of the SE1/4SW1/4SE1/4 of Section 33
(Acreage Site)
The non-easement area in Section 32 and the second non-easement
area in Section 33 are of adequate size and front the gravel road,
such that is the County would approve them for building sites, they
would be marketable. However, this potential is speculative until
an actual request is made to the County and not given any weight
for this appraisal.
Areas within the easement must maintain permanent vegetative
cover, consisting of grasses, forbs and low-growing shrubs and no
haying, mowing, seed harvesting for any reason until after July 15
in any calendar year. Additionally, there is no alteration of
grassland, wildlife habitat or any other natural features by digging,
plowing, disking, or otherwise destroying the vegetative cover, and
no agricultural crop production upon the habitat areas. Grazing is
allowed any time throughout the calendar year. The owner also
remains reasonable for taxes on the property and maintenance of
any noxious weed control. A copy of the easement is maintained
in the file.
Address: 46270 208th Street Volga, SD 57071
The acreage is located on the north side of 208th Street and just
west of 463rd Avenue. Access is from one driveway from 208th
Street, which is a maintained gravel road. Location of the acreage
is approximately a mile and a quarter from a paved county
highway and 10 miles from Brookings.

Site Size:

7.3 Acres. The site size is based on the area that is not encumbered
by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Easement.
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PROPERTY DESCRIPTION
Site Improvements:

The acreage is improved with a single-family residence that was
constructed in 1978 and a pole building that is estimated to be 15
plus years. The residence consists of a ranch style house with a
tuck under garage. The main floor consists of 1,152 square feet
and is 2 bedrooms and 1 bathroom. The main living area has vinyl
floor in the kitchen and bathroom and carpet in the living room and
bedrooms. The walls and ceiling are painted drywall. Appraisers
did note a hole in living room wall. There are washer and dryer
hook-ups in the bathroom. The basement/garage area is unfinished
consisting of exposed concrete block foundation and some wood
framing. The garage has a one 16 foot wide overhead door. The
house does have rural water and private septic system. There is a
wood patio and stair case on the front of the house and wood deck
on the back of the house, both of which are in poor condition. The
exterior of the house consisted of older vinyl siding and asphalt
shingles. The shingles appear to be nearing the end of their useful
life and would likely need to be replaced soon. Additionally, the
paint on the exterior wood trim around the windows is peeling or
missing. According to Ms. Missy Vande Weerd, the house has
been vacant since January of 2018 and all utilities have been shut
off. Overall the house is considered below average condition for
an actual age of 40 years. The house has had minimal maintenance
and would require some maintenance and updating. Effective age
of the house is estimated at 35 years.
The actual age of the pole building is unknown but estimated at 15
years by the appraisers. The pole building is 30 feet wide by 48
feet long for a total size of 1,440 square feet. The pole building is
wood post frame with steel panel sides and roof and with a
concrete floor. The walls and ceilings are unfinished and exposed
to the framing. There is one walk-thru door and two sliding doors.
There is basic electrical in the pole building which includes outlets
and lights. Overall condition and quality of the pole shed is
considered average for age and use.
The general site consists of a well-established shelterbelt along the
west side and several trees scattered throughout. The balance of
the site is native type grasses. No maintenance has been done to
any of the shelterbelt or grass area.

Conclusion:
Subject consists of two properties, Property 1 is 632.7 acres of agricultural land and Property 2
consists of a 7.3-acre improved acreage. Nearly all of Property 1 is encumbered by an easement
that restricts the use of the property to pasture use or haying after July 15. However, due to
subject’s topography, soil conditions, rock out cropping’s, the most likely use would be pasture
with a few areas that could be used as hay land. The perimeter fences are newer and considered
in average condition, there are no interior fences. Property 2 consists of a residence that has
been vacant for nearly a year and has had minimal maintenance done over the last several years.
Overall condition of the residence is considered below average due to deferred maintenance and
minimal updating.
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AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH – PROPERTY 1
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SOIL MAP – PROPERTY 1
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ACREAGE AERIAL – PROPERTY 2
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HIGHEST AND BEST USE
Real estate is appraised in its highest and best use. In concluding a highest and best use of a
property, consideration must be given to the land as if vacant and then considering the
improvements and land together as the improved property. First, it is necessary to define highest
and best use. In this appraisal, the appraisers have relied on the definition of highest and best use as
defined in The Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal, 6th Edition, published in 2015 at page 109.
Highest and Best Use. The reasonably probable use of property that results in the highest
value. The four criteria that the highest and best use must meet are legal permissibility,
physical possibility, financial feasibility, and maximum productivity.
In the evaluation of the highest and best use of a property, the appraisers have reviewed the four
criteria referenced above and summarized this analysis for the subject below. The criteria
referenced above can be considered filters to allow the proposal of first general and then more
specific alternative uses which can be tested for maximal return. Application of the four tests
noted above is applied in light of the conclusions drawn regarding area, city, and neighborhood
characteristics, interpreted in terms of any social, economic, governmental, or environmental
physical forces, and other forces of real estate principals which could likely affect the highest
and best use options.
Legal Permissibility:
Analysis of the legal permissibility, in relation to the highest and best use, examines those legal
factors which could preclude the development of certain uses of the subject site or
improvements. Development of the subject site or property to its highest and best use can be
limited by long term leases, zoning, private deed restrictions, building codes, historic district
controls, or environmental regulations.
Physical Possibility:
Physical possibility in relationship to the highest and best use examines the physical features of
the subject site or improvements, which can preclude development of certain uses of the subject
site or improvements. Development of the subject site to its highest an10d best use can be
limited by the size, configuration, location and availability of utilities, and terrain of the site.
Development of the subject improvements to their highest and best use can be limited by the
size, design, type, and condition of the improvement(s).
Financial Feasibility:
In evaluating the financially feasible uses of the subject site or improvement, the analysis
considers those applications to the subject site which would yield a positive return on investment
in consideration of the constraints of legal permissibility and physical possibilities of the subject
site or improvements. To estimate if potential developments of the vacant site or uses of the
existing improvements provide for a market acceptable return on investment, an analysis is
completed of the demand and supply in a neighborhood for the indicated physically possible and
financially feasible uses. For a vacant site, the demand and supply of a given use must be at an
equilibrium price level adequate enough to provide for returns that would be market acceptable
to be financially feasible. For a developed property, the financially feasible uses are those uses
which provide for a positive economic income stream to the property.
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HIGHEST AND BEST USE
Maximum Productivity:
In the evaluation of the maximum productive uses of the subject site or improvements, the
utilization which produces the greatest return is considered to be the highest and best use of the
improved site.
Constraints listed above can be considered filters to allow the proposal of first general and then
more specific alternative uses, which can be tested for maximal return. Application of the four
tests noted above are applied in the light of the conclusions drawn regarding area, city, and
neighborhood characteristics, interpreted in terms of any social, economic, governmental, or
environmental physical forces, and other forces of real estate principals which could likely affect
the proposed highest and best use options.
HIGHEST AND BEST USE OF THE SUBJECT PROPERTY:
Application to Subject:
Subject consists of two properties, Property 1 is 632.7 acres of agricultural land and Property 2
consists of a 7.3-acre improved acreage. Data presented in the Zoning section provides a basis
for legally permissible uses. Current zoning is “A” Agricultural District, which allows primarily
agricultural uses and single-family residential uses. Current zoning would allow for the
agricultural land and the acreage to be sold separately. Zoning sets the possible uses and does
not appear to be a limiting factor to potential uses found in the neighborhood at the present time,
which are predominately agricultural uses and rural residences.
Nearly all of Property 1 is encumbered by a perpetual easement that limits use of the property to
grazing, but does allow haying after July 15 in each calendar year. There are no other private
restrictions that would further restrict use beyond the zoning known to the appraisers.
Property Description section provides the basis for physical possibility. Based on assessment
records, total property size is 640 acres, of which 7.3 acres is considered the acreage site.
Property 1 consist of native type grasses with areas having rock out cropping’s and several
picked rock piles. General topography of the property is gently rolling to hilly, generally sloping
towards low areas and sloughs within the property. There are several areas that appear to have
been cropland or hayland in the past but are currently seeded to grass and used for grazing. The
perimeter fences are newer and considered in average condition, there are no interior fences.
Property 2 consists of a residence that has been vacant for nearly a year and has had minimal
maintenance done over the last several years. Overall condition of the residence is considered
below average due to deferred maintenance and minimal updating. Additional improvements at
Property 2 include a pole building that is approximately 15 years old. The pole building has no
interior finish other than a concrete floor and basic electrical.
Subject property is located in a rural area of South Dakota where agriculture is the predominate
land use and basis for property value. This area is predominately cropland and some pasture
land determined mostly by topography, with a few areas left in pasture by choice. Subject has
average access to markets to sell grain, livestock and agricultural products.
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HIGHEST AND BEST USE
Additionally, based on sales reviewed and interviews with local real estate professionals there is
demand for existing rural residential properties similar to Property 2. Location of Property 2 is
less than two miles from a paved county highway and less than 10 miles from Brookings.
Agricultural uses for Property 1 are included in those financially feasible uses, as based on the
sales of similar properties found in the market. In general, the values of similar uses within this
area sell for a fairly consistent price range, suggesting what the market’s interpretation is for the
maximal profit use. In the judgment of the appraisers, the highest and best use of Property 1 is
an agricultural use.
Rural residential uses for Property 2 are included in those financially feasible uses, as based on
the sales of similar properties found in the market. In general, the values of similar uses within
this area sell for a fairly consistent price range, suggesting what the market’s interpretation is for
the maximal profit use. In the judgment of the appraisers, the highest and best use of Property 2
as improved is a rural residential use.
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SALES COMPARISON APPROACH – PROPERTY 1
In estimating the market value of the subject property by the Sales Comparison Approach, the
appraisers have made a search of the market for recent sales of similar properties. Sales
Comparison Approach is based upon the premise of substitution, which basically states that the
value of a property is directly correlated to the price paid for similar properties found in the
market. From the available sales, the appraisers have selected four sales that best represent the
potential for Property 1.
UNIT OF COMPARISON:
Unit of comparison is the measure utilized in the market to compare properties. Unit of
comparison normally utilized in the comparison of agricultural land is the price per acre.
In the Addenda is a map showing the location of each comparable, followed by a brief
description of each of the sales. Although the comparables are considered equivalent to the
subject property in many aspects, adjustments to the sales were required to utilize these sales for
direct comparison. A discussion of the adjustments considered and a grid for subject property
can be found within the following pages, which shows the adjustments made to the comparables,
and within the following pages is a discussion of the adjustments considered. In making the
comparison of subject to the sales, the following elements of comparison are considered and
shown below in the sequential order of their application.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Property Rights Conveyed
Financing
Conditions of Sale
Market Conditions (Time)
Location
Physical Characteristics
Income Characteristics

Income characteristics are typically not applicable to this type of property.
Property Rights Conveyed:
Subject property is being appraised in fee simple estate. All sales are fee simple estate. No
adjustment was made to any of the sales for property rights conveyed.
Financing:
Market value definition is stated as cash or cash equivalent. All sales were cash to the seller. No
adjustment is made to any of the sales for this element of comparison.
Conditions of Sale:
Adjustments for conditions of sale usually reflect the motivation of the buyers and sellers. There
are no unusual conditions of sale known to the appraisers. Many of the sales were sold at
auction, and as best as the appraisers can determine, the remaining sales were sold at negotiated
price between knowledgeable buyers and sellers, often represented by real estate professionals,
with circumstances common to this market.
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SALES COMPARISON APPROACH – PROPERTY 1
Land and Improvement Adjustments:
Land and improvement adjustments consider the differences in land use of subject to the sale
comparables and the depreciated differences of any improvements compared to the sale comparables.
Property 1 improvements are limited to fences and working corrals, these will be considered in the
physical characteristic’s adjustment. Sales 1, 2, and 4 also have no improvements other than fences,
therefore any adjustment is for land mix. Sale 3 is improved with a house, shop building, barn, several
other out buildings and working corrals. Sale 3 was adjusted for the improvements and land mix. All
sales are predominately pasture uses with several of the sales having crop or hay land areas.
Adjustments for these elements are mathematical computation using these sales and other sales known
to the appraisers. All the sales have been adjusted accordingly. Land and improvement adjustment
pages can be found at the end of this section.
Market Conditions (Time):
Date of sale of the sale comparables ranges from May 2016 to November 2018. Appraisers’ review of
the market shows continued sales activity in Brookings County. Sales relied upon were selected due to
physical features and being the most recent sales close in location. Uncertainties in commodity prices
and tighter lending policies for most banks have reduced the availability of mortgage money to some
potential buyers. In the judgment of the appraisers, there is still good demand for agricultural land and
the supply at any one time in any one area is not at a level that will negatively impact price. As
described in the Market Conditions in the Area and Neighborhood Data section, rangeland values have
decreased since the high in 2013, but overall have remained fairly flat. This is evident by the sales
reviewed and the SDSU Agricultural Land Market Trends Survey. Sales 1, 2, and 4 are auctions that
occurred in October and November of 2018 and are scheduled to close in the near future. Therefore, no
adjustment was made to any of the sales for Market Conditions.
Location:
Location of subject property is in a rural area along a maintained gravel road. Location has average
access to markets to sell grain and livestock. All of the comparables are located in rural areas along
paved county highways or maintained gravel roads. Comparables have similar access to markets and
communities as subject. No consistent measurable adjustment is shown for location on paved roads in
this market versus gravel roads but is a consideration in the final conclusion of value. No adjustment
was made to any of the comparables for location, as location is considered similar to subject.
Physical Characteristics:
Adjustments for physical features include factors such as size, shape, topography, soils, frontage,
accessibility, utilities, and physical features. Size and utility are addressed separately below. General
topography of the property ranges from gently rolling to hilly generally sloping towards several potholes
within the property. According to AgriData Inc. subject has a soil rating of 65.0 and a range production
rating of 3,808 lbs./year/acre. Sale 1 is a mix of rolling pasture, gently rolling cropland and hayland and
some hayland that is enrolled in a CRP contract. According to AgriData Inc. Sale 1 has a soil rating of
40.7 and a range production rating of 3,806 lbs./year/acre. Overall physical characteristics of Sale 1 are
considered similar to subject and no adjustment was made for this element. Sale 2 is a mix of pasture
land and cropland with a gently rolling to rolling topography. Sale 2 has a soil rating of 42.6 and a
range production of 3,526 lbs./year/acre. Overall Sale 2 is considered similar to subject for this element
and no adjustment was made. Sale 3 is a mix of pasture, cropland, and hayland, but is predominately
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SALES COMPARISON APPROACH – PROPERTY 1
Physical Characteristics: (continued)
pasture use. Topography of the property ranges from fairly level to rolling. Overall Sale 3 is
considered similar to subject and no adjustment was made for this element. Sale 4 is a mix of
hayland and pasture but has not been mowed or grazed for several years. No adjustment was
made to Sale 4 as the physical characteristics are considered similar to subject.
Subject property is encumbered a perpetual easement that basically reduces the property to
pasture or recreational use. None of the comparables have similar easements. However, as
described in the property description section and highest and best use section the most likely use
would be a pasture use similar to the uses found at the comparables. However, based on
appraisers’ analysis there is no effect on value of properties encumbered by similar easements
that would have a similar highest and best use without the easement. Therefore, no adjustment
was made to any of the comparables for this element.
Size:
In some markets larger sales commonly sell for less per acre than sales smaller in size, however
not all sales follow this pattern. Based on reviewing these sales and other sales, no adjustment
was made to any of the sales for size.
Utility/Other:
No other adjustments were made to any of the sales.
CORRELATION FEE SIMPLE VALUE:
After adjustments, the sales indicate a range in value for subject from $2,157 per acre to $2,240
per acre. Sales shown are the best comparables available in the market. These sales provide a
range of market demonstrated prices. Appraisers have not relied on any one sale, but have taken
all of the data and information presented into account. For these reasons and from the analysis of
the data presented in recognition of the market trends, the appraisers have concluded a value of
Property 1 at $2,200 per acre, for a total value of $1,391,940 rounded to $1,392,000.
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SALES COMPARISON APPROACH – PROPERTY 1 – LAND & IMPROVEMENT
ADJUSTMENTS
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SALES COMPARISON APPROACH – PROPERTY 1 – LAND & IMPROVEMENT
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SALES COMPARISON APPROACH – PROPERTY 2 ACREAGE
In estimating the market value of the subject property by the Sales Comparison Approach, the
appraisers have made a search of the market for recent sales of similar properties. Sales
Comparison Approach is based upon the premise of substitution, which basically states that the
value of a property is directly correlated to the price paid for similar properties found in the
market. From the available sales, the appraisers have selected sales that best represent the
potential for Property 2.
UNIT OF COMPARISON:
Unit of comparison is the measure utilized in the market to compare properties. Unit of
comparison normally utilized in the comparison of acreages is the price per square foot of the
house.
In the Addenda is a map showing the location of the comparables, followed by a brief
description of each of the sales. Although the comparables are considered equivalent to the
subject property in many aspects, adjustments to the sales were required to utilize these sales for
direct comparison. A discussion of the adjustments considered and a grid for subject property
can be found on the following page, which shows the adjustments made to the comparables, and
within the following pages is a discussion of the adjustments considered.
Market Conditions (Time):
Date of sale for the sale comparables ranges from November 2015 to April 2018. Appraisers’
review of the market shows continued sales activity in Brookings County. Sales relied upon
were selected due to physical features and being the most recent sales close in location. Based
on sales reviewed, a plus adjustment of 2 percent per year was made to all sales for market
conditions.
Land Adjustments:
Property 2 consists of 7.3 acres. There is a limited number of bare acreage sites to review,
therefore, appraisers relied upon analysis of improved sales. Also, Property 2 site value is
estimated at $73,000 per acre. Land value of the subject and the sales is based on sales analysis.
All sales were adjusted accordingly.
Subject property is located on a maintained gravel road approximately one and one-half miles
from a county highway and 10 miles from Brookings. Sale 1 is located along a paved state
highway and Sales 2 and 3 are located along maintained gravel roads with access to a paved road
less than one half mile. Sale 1 is located approximately 15 miles from Brookings and Sales 2
and 3 are less than five miles. No adjustment was made to any of the sales for these elements
that was not considered in part with the land adjustment above.
Improvement Adjustments:
Effective Age - Appraisers have estimated the effective age of the house at 35 years, based on
viewing the property. Effective age of Sale 1 is estimated at 47 years and 14 year effective age
for Sales 2 and 3. Sales 2 and 3 are older houses but had renovations or had superior
maintenance. Therefore, all three sales were adjusted for effective age.
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SALES COMPARISON APPROACH – PROPERTY 2 ACREAGE
Square Feet - Subject property consists of 1,152 square feet of living space above grade. Size
adjustment is based on the difference between the subject size less the comparable size times $50
per square foot. All sales were adjusted accordingly.
Design and Appeal - Subject has average design and appeal. No adjustment was made as all
sales are considered similar to subject. Sale 1 is below average design and appeal; however, no
additional adjustment is required that was not considered in the effective age.
Quality of Construction - Subject property and all the comparables have similar type of
construction. Overall quality of construction is considered similar to subject.
Rooms above Grade - Subject property has two bedrooms and one bathroom. All sales have
superior number of bedrooms and are 1.5 bathrooms. A minus $10,000 adjustment was made to
Sale 1 and a minus $7,000 per acre adjustment was made to Sales 2 and 3 for these elements.
Basement - Subject property has a 576 square foot basement, not including the garage area. Sale
1 is considered to have no basement and therefore adjusted by a plus $11,520. Sale 2 has a full
basement which is superior to subject therefore a minus adjustment of $15,360 was made. Sale 3
has a full basement therefore Sale 3 was adjusted by minus $15,520 for this element.
Finished Basement- None of the basement in subject property is finished. The sale comparables
have no finished basement. Therefore, no adjustment was made for finished basement.
Utility - Utility of all the comparables are considered similar to subject.
Condition - No additional adjustments are required for conditions that were not considered in the
effective age.
Heating/cooling - Subject and all the sale comparables have similar heating and cooling. No
adjustment was made for this element.
Garage/Carport - Subject has a tuck under garage. Sale 1 has a 4 stall detached garage, but is in
poor condition. Sale 2 has one attached garage and Sale 3 has a two car attached garage. All
sales are considered to have similar garages as subject and therefore no adjustment was made for
this element.
Porch, Patio – Subject has a patio in the front and a deck in the back, however both are in poor
condition. All sales have a deck or patio and no adjustment was made for this element, as the
condition of these were considered in the effective age adjustment above.
Additional AdjustmentsOther Improvements - Subject property has a pole building. Other improvements range in age
and condition and quality as described in the Property Description Section. Sale 1 has a barn that
is considered similar to subject. Sales 2 has a pole building that is superior to subject. Sale 3 has
no additional out buildings. Therefore, no adjustment was made to Sale 1 and Sales 2 and 3 were
adjusted for the pole building.
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SALES COMPARISON APPROACH – PROPERTY 2 ACREAGE
Location- Location of subject property and the comparables are in rural areas. No adjustment
was made to any of the comparables that was not considered in the land adjustment above.
Utilities- Subject and all the comparables are located in rural areas with similar access to utilities.
No adjustment was made for this element.
View- No additional adjustment is required for any of the sales for location that was not
considered as part of location.
CORRELATION:
After adjustments, the sales indicate a range in value for subject from $128,670 to $167,722.
Sales shown are the best comparables available in the market. These sales provide a range of
market demonstrated prices. Appraisers have not relied on any one sale, but have taken all of the
data and information presented into account. Due to the condition and from the analysis of the
data presented, the appraisers have concluded at value for Property 2 acreage at $140,000.
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RECONCILIATION AND FINAL ESTIMATE OF MARKET VALUE
Correlation of the data and indicated value estimates is the final step in the appraisal process.
Sufficient data has been assembled and analyzed for the purpose of judging the reactions of
typical purchasers in the market place. Purpose of the appraisal was to estimate market value,
and to that end the data was studied and processed by use of one of the three approaches to value.
In the correlation process, the greatest weight should be given to that approach most commonly
used by typical purchasers for the type of property appraised. Consideration is also given to that
approach in which the appraisers have the highest degree of confidence and which has been
processed with a minimum of assumptions. In consideration of the above, and for the reasons
and conclusions contained in this report, sole weight is given to the Sales Comparison Approach.
It is the opinion of the appraisers that the “as is” fee simple estate market value of the subject
properties as of November 14, 2018 was as follows:
Property 1 – Agricultural Land
Property 2 – Acreage
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$1,392,000
$ 140,000
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APPRAISER QUALIFICATIONS
STEVEN C. SHAYKETT, MAI
From May 1975 to August 1979, Mr. Shaykett was an associate appraiser with Appraisal
Associates of Kansas City, Missouri. Appraisal assignments completed by the appraiser during
that employment include rural, urban fringe and commercial properties, as well as a number of
special use properties in the Kansas City Metro Area and throughout Missouri and Kansas. From
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in Miller, South Dakota. During this time, the appraiser assisted in real estate sales and
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Mr. Shaykett was one of two appraisers hired by the Department of Energy to appraise 260 farm
tracts for right-of-way acquisition for a 230 KV transmission line in Montana and South Dakota.
In 1983, Mr. Shaykett completed 38 farm appraisals for acquisition for the 3,000 acre Mozingo
Creek Watershed Project. Also completed are a number of multi-tract appraisal projects for
street widening and detention basins.
As of the date of this appraisal, Steven C. Shaykett has completed the requirements of the
Continuing Education Program of the Appraisal Institute.
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ADDENDA

UAAR®
SALE LOCATION MAP

SALE 3
SALE 2
SALE 1

SALE 4

©1998-2017 AgWare, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Property Facts

UAAR®

Index #
Database #
18BRK20
1312
Dennis Trulock
Grantor
Sales Price
TBD
Grantee
Other Contrib.
429.50
Deeded Acres
Net Sale Price
10/25/18
Sale Date/DOM
/
$/Deeded Acre
Prior Sale Date
Financing
Prior CEV Price
% Fin. Adj.
TES
Analysis Code
CEV Price
PR, Auctioneer
Source
SCA Unit Type
Expansion
Motivation
Eff. Unit Size
Pasture
Highest & Best Use
SCA $/Unit
Address
Multiplier Unit
City
Multiplier No.
Brookings
County
Legal Access
SD /
State/Zip
Physical Access
/
/
View
Region/Area/Zone
Rural
Location
Utilities
Legal Description: Full Legal maintained in file

Sale #
1,245,550
1,245,550
2,900.00

1,245,550
Acres
429.50
2,900.00

Maintained Gravel
Maintained Gravel
Rural
Rural

1
Property Type
Primary Land Use
Deed Bk/Pg
Transfer Type
Encumbrance
Topography
Township
Primary Frontage
Sale Method
Fence
% Tillable
Sale Company
Soil Productivity #
$ Per Soil Prod.
Tax ID/Recording
Sec/Twp/Rge

Unimproved Sale
Pasture and Hay
Pasture
TBD
TBD
None Known
Rolling/GR
Oak Lake
483rd Avenue
Live Auction
Good See Comments
13%
Ben Meyer Auction
See Comments
See Comments
In File
25 / 112 / 48

Land Analysis

Land-Mix Analysis
Land Use
Building Site
Irrigated Cropland
Dry Cropland
Hayland
Pasture
Recreation- Wood/Water

Road/Waste

Ratios
100
115
100
70
40
30
0

Acres

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Totals
CEV Price $

1,245,550

$/Acre
Ac. 5,427.47
Ac. 6,241.59
56.00
Ac. 5,427.47
89.00
Ac. 3,799.23
258.40
Ac. 2,170.99
26.10
Ac. 1,628.24
Ac.
Ac.
Ac.
Ac.
429.50
Ac. 2,900.00
- Land Contribution $

Unit Size

1,245,550

Unit Type

$/Unit
Total Unit Value
X $
=$
X $
=$
303,938
X $
=$
338,131
X $
=$
560,984
X $
=$
42,497
X $
=$
X $
=$
X $
=$
X $
=$
X $
=$
1,245,550
X $
=$
= Improvement Contribution $

Comments

Cost/Income

Cost and Depreciation Summary
Physical Depreciation
Total RCN $

% Functional Obsolescence
% External Obsolescence
% Total Depreciation
Total Improvement Contribution: $
Improvement As % of Price

Income Summary
Summary Total Expenses
Net Income

/ Stabilized G.I.
1,245,550
/ CEV Price

= Expense Ratio
= Cap Rate

% Total Expenses = $
%
Net Income = $

The sale was confirmed with the auctioneer. The property sold at a well attended live auction on 10-25-2018, and is scheduled to close in
December. The property is predominately pasture land that is rolling hills traversed by a creek and has 3 stock dams for water. The property has
average fences and has cross fences for rotational grazing. There are two small areas that have a CRP contract 6.6 acres expires 9-30-2024 pays
$147.13 per acre and one contract of 19.5 acres expires 9-30-2025 and pays $103.62 per acre.
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UAAR®

Index # 18BRK20

Database # 1312
AERIAL MAP
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Sale # 1

UAAR®

Index # 18BRK20

Database # 1312
SOIL MAP
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Sale # 1

Property Facts

UAAR®

Index #
Database #
18BRK21
1313
Holman Estate
Grantor
Sales Price
TBD
Grantee
Other Contrib.
270.00
Deeded Acres
Net Sale Price
11/07/18
Sale Date/DOM
/
$/Deeded Acre
Prior Sale Date
Financing
Prior CEV Price
% Fin. Adj.
TES
Analysis Code
CEV Price
PR, Auctioneer
Source
SCA Unit Type
Expansion
Motivation
Eff. Unit Size
Pasture
Highest & Best Use
SCA $/Unit
Address
Multiplier Unit
City
Multiplier No.
Brookings
County
Legal Access
SD /
State/Zip
Physical Access
/
/
View
Region/Area/Zone
Rural
Location
Utilities
Legal Description: Maintained in file

Sale #
783,000
783,000
2,900.00

783,000
Acres
270.00
2,900.00

Maintained Gravel
Maintained Gravel
Rural
Rural

2
Property Type
Primary Land Use
Deed Bk/Pg
Transfer Type
Encumbrance
Topography
Township
Primary Frontage
Sale Method
Fence
% Tillable
Sale Company
Soil Productivity #
$ Per Soil Prod.
Tax ID/Recording
Sec/Twp/Rge

Unimproved Sale
Mix-Pasture/Crop
Pasture
TBD
TBD
None Known
Rolling/GR
Oak Lake
198th Street
Live Auction
Older Avg.
23%
Sutton Auction
See Comments
See Comments
In File
14 / 112 / 48

Land Analysis

Land-Mix Analysis
Land Use
Building Site
Irrigated Cropland
Dry Cropland
Hayland
Pasture
Recreation- Wood/Water

Road/Waste

Ratios
100
115
100
70
40
30
0

Acres

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Totals
CEV Price $

783,000

$/Acre
Ac. 5,392.56
Ac. 6,201.45
62.00
Ac. 5,392.56
Ac. 3,774.79
208.00
Ac. 2,157.02
Ac. 1,617.77
Ac.
Ac.
Ac.
Ac.
270.00
Ac. 2,900.00
- Land Contribution $

Unit Size

782,999

Unit Type

$/Unit
Total Unit Value
X $
=$
X $
=$
334,339
X $
=$
X $
=$
448,660
X $
=$
X $
=$
X $
=$
X $
=$
X $
=$
X $
=$
782,999
X $
=$
= Improvement Contribution $

Comments

Cost/Income

Cost and Depreciation Summary
Physical Depreciation
Total RCN $

% Functional Obsolescence
% External Obsolescence
% Total Depreciation
Total Improvement Contribution: $
Improvement As % of Price

Income Summary
Summary Total Expenses
Net Income

/ Stabilized G.I.
783,000
/ CEV Price

= Expense Ratio
= Cap Rate

% Total Expenses = $
%
Net Income = $

The sale was confirmed with the auctioneer. The property was sold at a well attended auction November 7, 2018 and is scheduled to close in the
coming months. According to the auctioneer, the buyer is a local cattle producer with land adjacent to the sale property. At time of sale the
cropland was a mix of corn and alfalfa. There is a large ravine that runs through the property with a low area and slough that has poor quality
grasses and poor drainage. The fences are older and in average condition with no cross fencing. Overall soil productivity index rating of the
property is 42.8 and Range production is 3,526 lbs/acre/year.
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UAAR®

Index # 18BRK21

Database # 1313
AERIAL MAP
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Sale # 2

UAAR®

Index # 18BRK21

Database # 1313
SOIL MAP
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Sale # 2

Property Facts

UAAR®

Index #
Database #
16BRK23
1315
RB Family, LP
Grantor
Sales Price
Brian Klein, etal
Grantee
Other Contrib.
680.00
Deeded Acres
Net Sale Price
05/02/16
Sale Date/DOM
/
$/Deeded Acre
Prior Sale Date
Financing
Prior CEV Price
% Fin. Adj.
TES
Analysis Code
CEV Price
PR, Auction Listing
Source
SCA Unit Type
Motivation
Eff. Unit Size
Agriculture
Highest & Best Use
SCA $/Unit
Address
Multiplier Unit
City
Multiplier No.
Brookings
County
Legal Access
SD /
State/Zip
Physical Access
/
/
View
Region/Area/Zone
Rural
Location
Utilities
Legal Description: Full Legal maintained in file.

Sale #
1,900,000
1,900,000
2,794.12

1,900,000
Acres
680.00
2,794.12

Maintained Gravel
Maintained Gravel
Rural
Rural

3
Property Type
Primary Land Use
Deed Bk/Pg
Transfer Type
Encumbrance
Topography
Township
Primary Frontage
Sale Method
Fence
% Tillable
Sale Company
Soil Productivity #
$ Per Soil Prod.
Tax ID/Recording
Sec/Twp/Rge

Improved Sale
Pasture/Crop/Imp.
Pasture
D150/302
Warranty Deed
FL/Rolling
Oak Lake
198th Street
Sealed Bid Auction
Average
20%
Merle Miller
38.5 - Overall
$73
Multiple - In File
14,23,22 / 112 / 48

Land Analysis

Land-Mix Analysis
Land Use
Building Site
Irrigated Cropland
Dry Cropland
Hayland
Pasture
Recreation- Wood/Water

Road/Waste

Ratios
100
115
100
70
40
30
0

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Totals
CEV Price $

1,900,000

Acres
1.00

$/Acre
Ac. 5,600.00
Ac. 6,440.00
60.00
Ac. 5,600.00
23.00
Ac. 3,920.00
596.00
Ac. 2,240.00
Ac. 1,680.00
Ac.
Ac.
Ac.
Ac.
680.00
Ac. 2,598.24
- Land Contribution $

Unit Size

1,766,800

Unit Type

$/Unit
Total Unit Value
5,600
X $
=$
X $
=$
336,000
X $
=$
90,160
X $
=$
1,335,040
X $
=$
X $
=$
X $
=$
X $
=$
X $
=$
X $
=$
1,766,800
X $
=$
133,200
= Improvement Contribution $

Cost/Income

Cost and Depreciation Summary
48
Physical Depreciation
249,632
Total RCN $

0 % External Obsolescence
0 % Total Depreciation
48
% Functional Obsolescence
130,728
7
Total Improvement Contribution: $
Improvement As % of Price

Income Summary
Summary Total Expenses
Net Income

/ Stabilized G.I.
1,900,000
/ CEV Price

= Expense Ratio
= Cap Rate

% Total Expenses = $
%
Net Income = $

Comments

The sale was confirmed with the auctioneer. The property was original sold at auction in August 2015, for $2,136,000, which is $3,141/acre,
however after closing the buyer passed away and the estate sold it to Brian Klein, who was the second highest bidder at the original auction, at a
lower price as cattle prices had dropped.
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UAAR®

Index # 16BRK23

Database # 1315
AERIAL MAP
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Sale # 3

UAAR®

Index # 16BRK23

Database # 1315
SOIL MAP
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Sale # 3

UAAR®

Index # 16BRK23

Database # 1315
SOIL MAP - PAGE 2
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Sale # 3

Property Facts

UAAR®

Index #
Database #
Sale #
18BRK22
1314
Joseph Beech, etux
325,850
Grantor
Sales Price
TBD
Grantee
Other Contrib.
98.00
325,850
Deeded Acres
Net Sale Price
10/09/18
3,325.00
Sale Date/DOM
/
$/Deeded Acre
Prior Sale Date
Financing
Prior CEV Price
% Fin. Adj.
TES
325,850
Analysis Code
CEV Price
PR, Auction Listing
Acres
Source
SCA Unit Type
98.00
Motivation
Eff. Unit Size
Agriculture
3,325.00
Highest & Best Use
SCA $/Unit
Address
Multiplier Unit
City
Multiplier No.
Brookings
County
Legal Access
SD /
State/Zip
Physical Access
Rural
/
/
View
Region/Area/Zone
Rural
Rural
Location
Utilities
Legal Description: Legal to be determined, but described as 98 acres in the NE1/4

4
Property Type
Primary Land Use
Deed Bk/Pg
Transfer Type
Encumbrance
Topography
Township
Primary Frontage
Sale Method
Fence
% Tillable
Sale Company
Soil Productivity #
$ Per Soil Prod.
Tax ID/Recording
Sec/Twp/Rge

Unimproved Sale
Recreational/Grass
Recreational/Grass
TBD
TBD
None Known
FL/Gently Rolling
Sterling
204th Street
Live Auction
Below Average
See Comments
Burlage Peterson
47.1 - See Comments
$70
New Parcel
13 / 111 / 50

Land Analysis

Land-Mix Analysis
Land Use
Building Site
Irrigated Cropland
Dry Cropland
Hayland
Pasture
Recreation- Wood/Water

Road/Waste

Ratios
100
115
100
70
40
30
0

Acres
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Totals
CEV Price $

325,850

$/Acre
Ac. 5,489.94
Ac. 6,313.43
Ac. 5,489.94
67.18
Ac. 3,842.96
30.82
Ac. 2,195.98
Ac. 1,646.98
Ac.
Ac.
Ac.
Ac.
98.00
Ac. 3,325.00
- Land Contribution $

Unit Size

325,850

Unit Type

$/Unit
Total Unit Value
X $
=$
X $
=$
X $
=$
258,170
X $
=$
67,680
X $
=$
X $
=$
X $
=$
X $
=$
X $
=$
X $
=$
325,850
X $
=$
= Improvement Contribution $

Cost/Income

Cost and Depreciation Summary
Physical Depreciation
Total RCN $

% Functional Obsolescence
% External Obsolescence
% Total Depreciation
Total Improvement Contribution: $
Improvement As % of Price

Income Summary
Summary Total Expenses
Net Income

/ Stabilized G.I.
325,850
/ CEV Price

= Expense Ratio
= Cap Rate

% Total Expenses = $
%
Net Income = $

Comments

The property was sold at a live auction and in October and is close in the third week of November. The 67.18 acres of cropland has been planted
into grass, however the property has not been farmed, mowed or grazed for several years and has been used for recreational purposes.
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UAAR®

Index # 18BRK22

Database # 1314
AERIAL MAP
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Sale # 4

UAAR®

Index # 18BRK22

Database # 1314
SOIL MAP
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Sale # 4

UAAR®
SALE LOCATION MAP

IMPROVED SALE 1

IMPROVED SALE 2
IMPROVED SALE 3
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Sale Analysis

UAAR®

Index #
Database #
18BRK23
1316
Richard Cerwick
Grantor
Sales Price
Clyde Fields, etux
Grantee
Other Contrib
5.51
Deeded Acres
Net Sale Price
07/28/16 /
Sale Date/DOM
$/Deeded Acre
Prior Sale Date
Financing
Prior CEV Price
% Fin Adj
TES
Analysis Code
CEV Price
PR, MLS
Source
SCA Unit Type
Motivation
Eff Unit Size
Acreage
Highest & Best Use
SCA $/Unit
17988 471st Avenue
Address
Multiplier Unit
Bruce
City
Multiplier No.
Brookings
County
Legal Access
SD /
57220
State/Zip
Physical Access
/
/
View
Region/Area/Zone
Rural
Location
Utilities
Legal Description:

Sale #
120,000
120,000
21,778.58

120,000
Square Feet
1,512.00
79.37

Paved County
Paved County
Rural
Rural

1
Property Type
Primary Land Use
Deed Bk/Pg
Plat Bk/Pg
Transfer Type
Topography
Township
Primary Frontage
Secondary Frontage
Sale Company
Excess Land Use

Tax ID/Recording
Sec/Twp/Rge

Improved Sale
Acreage
Acreage
150/699
Warranty Deed
Fairly Level
471st Avnue
None
Best Choice

/

/

Land Mix Analysis

Land-Mix Analysis
Land Use
Building Site
Road Waste

Ratios
100 %
0
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Totals
CEV Price $

120,000

Acres
5.51

$/Acre
Ac. 15,000.00
Ac.
Ac.
Ac.
Ac.
Ac.
Ac.
Ac.
Ac.
Ac.
5.51
Ac. 15,000.00
- Land Contribution $

Unit Size

82,650

Main Improvement Details

Primary Improvement
Age
Effective Units
Effective Size
Contrib/Effective Size
Design & Appeal
Quality of Construction
Rooms Above Grade
Basement
Finished Bsmt
Rooms Below Grade
Utility
Condition
Heating/Cooling
Energy Efficient Items
Garage/Carport
Porch, Patio, Deck
Fireplaces, etc

47
Square Feet
1,512
20.25
Below Average
Typical
Total
Bdrms
Baths
4
1.5
Partial
None
None
Avg.
Below Avg.
Propane/Cntril Air
None
4 Car Detached-PC

©1998-2017 AgWare, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Unit Type

$/Unit
Total Unit Value
82,650
X $
=$
X $
=$
X $
=$
X $
=$
X $
=$
X $
=$
X $
=$
X $
=$
X $
=$
X $
=$
82,650
X $
=$
37,350
= Improvement Contribution $

UAAR®

Index #

Database #

18BRK23

Sale #

1316

1

Improvement Analysis

Improvement Analysis

Item:
Type
Size
Unit
Utility
Condition
Age
Remaining Life
RCN/Unit
RCN
% Physical Depreciation
RCN Remainder After Phys. Depr.
% Functional Obsolescence
RCN Rem. After Phys./Funct. Depr.
% External Obsolescence
Total Impt. Contribution
Contribution $/Unit
Physical Depreciation
83
Total RCN $
216,600

Impt. #1
1.5 Story
1,512
SqFt
Avg.

Impt. #2
Barn
832
SqFt
Avg.
Avg.
Below Avg.
47
13
8
12
135.00
15.00
204,120
12,480
85
50
30,618
6,240
30,618

6,240

30,618
20.25

6,240
7.50

Impt. #3

Impt. #4

Impt. #5

Impt. #6

Impt. #7

Impt. #8

Impt. #9 Impt. #10

% Functional Obsolescence
% External Obsolescence
% Total Depreciation
83
Total Improvement Contribution: $
Improvement As % of Price
36,858
31

Comments

The sale was confirmed with the listing agent. The house was liveable but in poor condition, the previous owners had several projects started but
never completed them. The good things about the property were good septic system, had electricity, established shelterbelts, and location along a
paved road 15 miles from Brookings. According to the listing agent the barn was in fairly good condition and had several stalls for horses.
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Sale Analysis

UAAR®

Index #
Database #
18BRK26
1319
Lucas Hofman, etux
Grantor
Sales Price
Patrick Uckert, etux
Grantee
Other Contrib
2.90
Deeded Acres
Net Sale Price
04/24/18 /
Sale Date/DOM
$/Deeded Acre
Prior Sale Date
Financing
Prior CEV Price
% Fin Adj
TES
Analysis Code
CEV Price
PR, MLS
Source
SCA Unit Type
Motivation
Eff Unit Size
Acreage
Highest & Best Use
SCA $/Unit
47879 211th Street
Address
Multiplier Unit
Bushnell
City
Multiplier No.
Brookings
County
Legal Access
SD /
State/Zip
Physical Access
/
/
View
Region/Area/Zone
Rural
Location
Utilities
Legal Description: Eachen Addition to the City of Bushnell

Sale #
240,000
240,000
82,758.62

240,000
Square Feet
1,344.00
178.57

Maintained Gravel
Maintained Gravel
Rural
Rural

2
Property Type
Primary Land Use
Deed Bk/Pg
Plat Bk/Pg
Transfer Type
Topography
Township
Primary Frontage
Secondary Frontage
Sale Company
Excess Land Use

Improved Sale
Acreage
Acreage
d152/302
Warranty Deed
Fairly Level

Tax ID/Recording
Sec/Twp/Rge

33320000000000
/
/

211th Street
None
Best Choice
None

Land Mix Analysis

Land-Mix Analysis
Land Use
Building Site
Road Waste

Ratios
100 %
0
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Totals
CEV Price $

240,000

Acres
2.90

$/Acre
Ac. 30,000.00
Ac.
Ac.
Ac.
Ac.
Ac.
Ac.
Ac.
Ac.
Ac.
2.90
Ac. 30,000.00
- Land Contribution $

Unit Size

87,000

Main Improvement Details

Primary Improvement
Age
Effective Units
Effective Size
Contrib/Effective Size
Design & Appeal
Quality of Construction
Rooms Above Grade
Basement
Finished Bsmt
Rooms Below Grade
Utility
Condition
Heating/Cooling
Energy Efficient Items
Garage/Carport
Porch, Patio, Deck
Fireplaces, etc

14
Square Feet
1,344
105.00
Ranch/Avg.
Average
Total
Bdrms
Baths
3
1.5
1344
None
None
Avg.
Avg.
Propane/Cntril Air
Unknown
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Unit Type

$/Unit
Total Unit Value
87,000
X $
=$
X $
=$
X $
=$
X $
=$
X $
=$
X $
=$
X $
=$
X $
=$
X $
=$
X $
=$
87,000
X $
=$
153,000
= Improvement Contribution $

UAAR®

Index #

Database #

18BRK26

Sale #

1319

2

Improvement Analysis

Improvement Analysis

Item:
Type
Size
Unit
Utility
Condition
Age
Remaining Life
RCN/Unit
RCN
% Physical Depreciation
RCN Remainder After Phys. Depr.
% Functional Obsolescence
RCN Rem. After Phys./Funct. Depr.
% External Obsolescence
Total Impt. Contribution
Contribution $/Unit
Physical Depreciation
24
Total RCN $
197,760

Impt. #1 Impt. #2 Impt. #3
Ranch Pole Shed
1,344
1,200
SqFt
SqFt
Avg.
Avg.
Avg.
Avg.
14
1
41
24
140.00
8.00
188,160
9,600
25
5
141,120
9,120
141,120

9,120

141,120
105.00

9,120
7.60

Impt. #4

Impt. #5

Impt. #6

Impt. #7

Impt. #8

Impt. #9 Impt. #10

% Functional Obsolescence
% External Obsolescence
% Total Depreciation
24
Total Improvement Contribution: $
Improvement As % of Price
150,240
63

The property consists of a house and a pole building. The site has a mature shelterbelt along the west side and new trees along the north and east.
The house has had recent updating consisting of remodeled bathroom, new doors, new flooring, converted one stall of the garage to mud room and
laundry room with a half bath, new legal stairwell and remodel kitchen, along with various other updates.

Comments

The pole building is new and has electricity.
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Sale Analysis

UAAR®

Index #
Database #
18BRK25
1318
Lawrence Jensen, etal
Grantor
Sales Price
Debroah Marek
Grantee
Other Contrib
4.95
Deeded Acres
Net Sale Price
11/30/15 /
Sale Date/DOM
$/Deeded Acre
Prior Sale Date
Financing
Prior CEV Price
% Fin Adj
TES
Analysis Code
CEV Price
PR, MLS
Source
SCA Unit Type
Motivation
Eff Unit Size
Acreage
Highest & Best Use
SCA $/Unit
21215 479th Ave.
Address
Multiplier Unit
Aurora
City
Multiplier No.
Brookings
County
Legal Access
SD /
57002
State/Zip
Physical Access
/
/
View
Region/Area/Zone
Rural
Location
Utilities
Legal Description: Lot 1 of Foulke Subdivision

Sale #
268,000
268,000
54,141.41

268,000
Square Feet
1,352.00
198.22

Maintained Gravel
Maintained Gravel
Rural
Rural

3
Property Type
Primary Land Use
Deed Bk/Pg
Plat Bk/Pg
Transfer Type
Topography
Township
Primary Frontage
Secondary Frontage
Sale Company
Excess Land Use

Tax ID/Recording
Sec/Twp/Rge

Improved Sale
Acreage
Acreage
d149/996
Warranty Deed
Fairly Level
479th Ave.
None
Burlage Peterson

020751104830100
30 / 110 / 48

Land Mix Analysis

Land-Mix Analysis
Land Use
Building Site
Road Waste

Ratios
100 %
0
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Totals
CEV Price $

268,000

Acres
4.95

$/Acre
Ac. 25,000.00
Ac.
Ac.
Ac.
Ac.
Ac.
Ac.
Ac.
Ac.
Ac.
4.95
Ac. 25,000.00
- Land Contribution $

Unit Size

123,750

Main Improvement Details

Primary Improvement
Age
Effective Units
Effective Size
Contrib/Effective Size
Design & Appeal
Quality of Construction
Rooms Above Grade
Basement
Finished Bsmt
Rooms Below Grade
Utility
Condition
Heating/Cooling
Energy Efficient Items
Garage/Carport
Porch, Patio, Deck
Fireplaces, etc

14
Square Feet
1,352
105.00
Ranch/Avg.
Average
Total
Bdrms
Baths
3
1.5
1355
None
None
Avg.
Avg.
Propane/Cntril Air
Unknown
2 - Car Attached
Porch & Deck
Unknown
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Unit Type

$/Unit
Total Unit Value
123,750
X $
=$
X $
=$
X $
=$
X $
=$
X $
=$
X $
=$
X $
=$
X $
=$
X $
=$
X $
=$
123,750
X $
=$
144,250
= Improvement Contribution $

UAAR®

Index #

Database #

18BRK25

Sale #

1318

3

Improvement Analysis

Improvement Analysis

Item:
Type
Size
Unit
Utility
Condition
Age
Remaining Life
RCN/Unit
RCN
% Physical Depreciation
RCN Remainder After Phys. Depr.
% Functional Obsolescence
RCN Rem. After Phys./Funct. Depr.
% External Obsolescence
Total Impt. Contribution
Contribution $/Unit
Physical Depreciation
25
Total RCN $
189,280

Impt. #1
Ranch
1,352
SqFt
Avg.
Avg.
14
41
140.00
189,280
25
141,960

Impt. #2

Impt. #3

Impt. #4

Impt. #5

Impt. #6

Impt. #7

Impt. #8

Impt. #9 Impt. #10

141,960
141,960
105.00
% Functional Obsolescence
% External Obsolescence
% Total Depreciation
25
Total Improvement Contribution: $
Improvement As % of Price
141,960
53

Comments

The property was sold at live auction. Location of the property is less then a quarter mile from US Highway 14 and less than five miles east of
Brookings. The house has been fairly well maintained and a good shelterbelt to the north and west.
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AGRICULTURAL DISTRICTS

ARTICLE 11.00
AGRICULTURAL DISTRICTS

Section 11.01. “A” Agricultural District
Purpose
This district is established to maintain and promote farming and related activities
within an environment which is generally free of other land use activities.
Residential development will be discouraged to minimize conflicts with farming
activities and reduce the demand for expanded public services and facilities.
Covenants/Waivers
A RIGHT TO FARM Covenant shall be filed with Register of Deeds on all
property to be used as a site for a newly constructed residence (farm and nonfarm) or church prior to issuance of a building permit and to all new subdividing of
property by platting. Such Right to Farm covenant shall be in the form as set
forth in Addendum 1 to this Ordinance. (Ord. 2006-03, 9-26-2006)
Permitted Uses
1.

Agricultural activities and farm related buildings, including Class E but
excluding Classes A, B, C and D Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations.

2.

Established residence.

3.

Residential dwelling not within 1,320 feet of a Concentrated Animal Feeding
Operation unless waiver registered on deed.

4.

Single family residences including manufactured, mobile and modular
homes on less than 35 acre lots provided that such residences are on an
established farm building site, abandoned school site, or are lots of record
and further provided that the proposed site has established road access, the
lot has clearly delineated boundaries and the site can meet minimum water
and sewer standards.

5.

Fisheries services and game propagation areas;

6.

Orchards, tree farms, truck gardening, nurseries and greenhouses;

7.

Public parks and recreation areas;

8.

Home occupations.

Brookings County Zoning Ordinance
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9.

Accessory buildings of 120 square feet or less are not required to have a
building permit.

Conditional Uses
1.

Airports and airstrips;

2.

Church or cemetery;

3.

Golf course, golf driving range;

4.

Sand, gravel or quarry operation, mineral exploration and extraction;

5A.

Rock Crushers (Ord. 2008-04, 3-18-2008);

5B. Concrete Mixing Plant (Ord. 2008-04, 3-18-2008)
5C. Asphalt Mixing Plant (Ord. 2008-04, 3-18-2008);
6.

Contractors shops and yards;

7.

Sanitary landfills provided:
a.

The site meets the requirements of the State Department of Water and
Natural Resources.

b.

A site plan is provided indicating the following information:

c.

(1)

Present topography, soil types, depth to groundwater.

(2)

Location of existing water drainage, existing buildings, existing
shelterbelts.

(3)

Identification of roads leading to the site.

(4)

Proposed changes at the site such as new shelterbelts, new
buildings, changes in topography, new fence lines.

(5)

Proposed monitoring wells, etc.

A minimum of 1,320 feet from the landfill property line to the nearest
residence; excluding the residence of the landfill operator.
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8.

Institution farms, including religious farming communities;

9.

Sewage treatment plants;

10. Fur farms;
11. Class A, B, C, and D Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations.
See Section 1211.
12. Stables, dog/cat kennels;
13. Veterinary clinics;
14. Junk/salvage/recycling yards, provided that they meet the following
minimum requirements and other restrictions that the County Planning
Commission may deem appropriate:
a.

Storage for junk/salvage/recycling yards shall be set back a minimum
of two hundred (200) feet from any adjoining road right-of-way.

b.

Junk/salvage/recycling yards shall be screened on all sides by a solid
wall at least two (2) feet above the highest stock pile or by a shelterbelt
of shrubs and trees as approved by the Planning Commission;
screening must be maintained in good repair.

c.

No junk/salvage/recycling yards will be allowed within one thousand
three hundred twenty (1,320) feet of any residence other than that of
the owner of the land.

d.

All junk/salvage/recycling yards must have a minimum lot of ten (10)
acres.

15. Water pumping stations, elevated tanks and similar essential public utilities
and service structures.
16. One manufactured or mobile home as a secondary residence, on an
established farmstead to be used for the occupancy of a farm employee, or
by parents, grandparents, children or brothers and sisters of the occupant of
the land, provided that said home is removed within ninety (90) days of the
vacation there from by the qualified occupant or occupants, (Ord. 2006-02,
3-28-2006)
17. Commercial radio and TV towers;
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18. Commercial public entertainment enterprises not normally accommodated in
commercial areas, including but not limited to, the following: music concerts,
rodeos, tractor pulls, and animal and vehicle races;
19. Seasonal retail stands, excluding garden produce but including fireworks
stands;
20. Home extended business;
21. Caretaker residences associated with public or private enterprise;
22. Lodging house.
23. Agricultural processing plants.
24. Spreading of manure with irrigation system.
25. Wind Energy Systems (WES)
26. The County Zoning Commission may permit other uses which, in its opinion,
are not detrimental to other uses and are in the general character of the
Agricultural District. (Ord. 2004-01, 9-28-2004)

Area Regulations
All buildings must be set back from road right-of-way lines and must be lot line to
comply with the following yard requirements:
1.

Lot Size: All lots for purposes of residential use unless otherwise provided
for in this ordinance, shall be a minimum of thirty five (35) acres, except as
provided in Item 7 below.

2.

Front Yard: The minimum depth of the front yard shall be one hundred (100)
feet. A corner lot will have two front yards.

3.

Side Yard: The minimum width of a side yard shall be twenty-five (25) feet.

4.

Rear Yard: The minimum depth of a rear yard shall be fifty (50) feet.

5.

Maximum Lot Coverage: Dwellings and buildings accessory thereto shall
cover not more than twenty-five (25) percent of the lot area.

6.

Shelterbelts. (See Article 19.00.)
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7.

8.

The County Zoning Commission may allow a smaller minimum lot size for
the "A” Agricultural District under the following condition:
a.

Where a second single family home is requested on an established
farmstead, so long as it is immediately connected to the existing
farming operation.

b.

Single family residences legally built under these ordinances shall be
considered an established farm building site after it has existed ten
(10) years.

c.

The County Zoning Commission may deny any request for a smaller
minimum lot size if it is determined to be an attempt to circumvent the
intent or requirements of this ordinance.

d.

Conditional use permitting of a Religious farming community will
include the authorization to construct or utilize an existing building as a
church and to construct multiple single family dwelling units. A detailed
site plan will be required, and all federal, state, and local laws will be
strictly enforced. If a confined animal feeding operation (CAFO) or any
other conditional use permitted uses are planned a separate
application will be required. In the event that a Religious farming
community ceases to exist all single family dwelling units will be
required to be removed. (Ord. 2004-01, 9-28-2004)

Non-conforming lots of record that are allowed to develop must meet the
following setbacks:
Per Unit
Min.
Density
Sq. Ft

Min. Lot

Min. Lot

Min.

Min.

Min.

Area
Sq. Ft.
Well

Area
Sq. Ft.
Rural
Water

Lot
Width

Front
Yard

Side
Yard

Rear
Yard

Single
Family
Dwelling

20,000’

43,560’

20,000’

60’

50’

8’

50’

Other
Allowable
Uses

20,000’

20,000’

20,000’

60’

50’

8'

50’
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Height Regulations
No main buildings shall exceed two and one-half (2 1/2) stories or thirty-five (35)
feet in height. Exceptions include the following:
1.

Agricultural buildings;

2.

Chimneys, smokestacks, cooling towers;

3.

Radio and TV towers;

4.

Water tanks;

5.

Elevators;

6.

Others, providing that they are not used for human occupancy.

7.

Wind Energy Systems (WES)
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PHOTOGRAPHS OF SUBJECT PROPERTY
STREET SCENE LOOKING EAST ALONG 208TH STREET

STREET SCENE LOOKING WEST ALONG 208TH STREET

1

PHOTOGRAPHS OF SUBJECT PROPERTY
VIEW LOOKING NORTHWEST AT PROPERTY 1

VIEW LOOKING SOUTHWEST AT PROPERTY 1

2

PHOTOGRAPHS OF SUBJECT PROPERTY
VIEW LOOKING SOUTHEAST AT PROPERTY 1

VIEW LOOKING SOUTHWEST AT PROPERTY 1

3

PHOTOGRAPHS OF SUBJECT PROPERTY
VIEW OF PROPERTY 1

VIEW OF PROPERTY 1

4

PHOTOGRAPHS OF SUBJECT PROPERTY
VIEW OF WORKING CORRALS ON PROPERTY 1

VIEW OF GRAIN BIN ON PROPERTY 1

5

PHOTOGRAPHS OF SUBJECT PROPERTY
VIEW OF PROPERTY 1

VIEW OF PROPERTY 1

6

PHOTOGRAPHS OF SUBJECT PROPERTY
VIEW OF PROPERTY 2

VIEW OF HOUSE AT PROPERTY 2

7

PHOTOGRAPHS OF SUBJECT PROPERTY
VIEW OF HOUSE AT PROPERTY 2

INTERIOR VIEW OF HOUSE

8

PHOTOGRAPHS OF SUBJECT PROPERTY
INTERIOR VIEW OF HOUSE

INTERIOR OF HOUSE

9

PHOTOGRAPHS OF SUBJECT PROPERTY
INTERIOR OF HOUSE

INTERIOR OF HOUSE

10

PHOTOGRAPHS OF SUBJECT PROPERTY
INTERIOR OF HOUSE

VIEW OF POLE BUILDING

11

PHOTOGRAPHS OF SUBJECT PROPERTY
VIEW OF POLE BUILDING

INTERIOR VIEW OF POLE BUILDING

12

